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Wasting too much time sifting
through irrelevant cases?

Add a Key Number to your Westlaw"
word search for on-point results.

For information about searching
with Key Numbers, call 1-800-262-0620.
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The Internet

does not

h GREAT L I B R A R Y MAKE
Just as it would be r i d d o u s to think that any online resource, delivering integrated,
the Internet made the Library of Congress W-text results instantly, or opening doors
great, who beiieves that Web access done chrecriy to the places you want your parrons
to go.

can transform any library!

Wouldn't it be better to think that you You'-re selected your online resources
could use y o u experience, knowledge and carefdly. Now, InfoTrac Total Access
judgement ro make the Internet - and aIi allows you to package and deliver on the
your online resources - live up to their promise of these resources by merging
potential? Xow you can.

them into the vision of the great library
you've already created.

IKTRODUClNG
I N F O T R A C T O T A L ACCESSS"

DELIVER T O T A L ACCESS

InEoTac Total Access, the revoiutionary new A T A M O N U M E N T A L
online search interface from the Gale Group, D l S C O U N T
brings together ail of your electronic To find out how to join the InfoTrac
resources in a single search interface.
Totai Access revolution at a substantial
Your OPAC. Selected Interner sites. F-dl- savings, call your GaIe Group Representative
text InfoTracmWeb databases. Thrd-puty

at

1-800-877-GALE and ask about

databases. Community online resources. InfoSuites, our new monumental savings
InfoTrac Total Access is a portd to virtuairy program.

I N F O T R A C T O T A L ACCESSsM
one i n t e r f a c e

one s e a r c h

monumental' r e s u l t s

Imagine the power of a single information soxce that provides
all the drug information you need the way you need it. The
MICROMEDEX" DmgKnowIedgeT" Systen is your direct
gateway to in-depth drug data. The power is unparaiieled.
This comprehensive coiiection of drug databases leads you to
everything you need and delivers it in one easy-to-use
resource readiiy accessible throughout your orgaxzation.
Whether you're iooking for infcrnation on dosing, product
safety, or efficacy, or data about a foreign drug, the
DrugKnowEedge System - including :he DRG:GDEXs,
POISINDEX', PDR", MARTINDALE, a i d Index Nom'inEn
datahses

-

saves you time and money by instantiy deiivering

the vital drug infarmarion you need, when and where you
need i:.

Taking Charge of Your Professional Life:
A Special Librarians Guide to Greater Work Satisfaction
To avoid being held captive by Work lives which hold little satisfaction f x them,
professiona!s-particularly those in the burgeoning area of information technology
and management-need to occasionaliy and purposefully reassess not only the work
they do, but how they feel about it. LeAne Rutherford offers a self assessment tool
that will help you decide your preferences.

Cataloging as a Customer Service:
Applying Knowledge to Technology Toois
it has become a common mistake to think since we have keyword search capabilities
cataloging and authority control have lost their former value. Yuri Konovdov
explains why this is not the case and why information professionals need to apply
their knowledge to these new technologies.

Spotlight om SfA Members: An Interview with Paul O'Pecko,
Librarian at the Mystic Seaport G.W. Blunt White Library
The third of our interviews with SLA members focuses on Paul O'Pecko, the
librarians at the Mystic Seaport G.W. Blunt White Library. Our thanks to Paul for
sharing with us the unique collections in his library.
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Mark your calendar for

SLAvs2000 Winter Education Conference
January 23-25,2008
St, Louis, MO
Next year's Winter Education Conference will incorporate a kmwledge
mzmngernernt aherne into tE2s annual three-day event. The program will
be designed to help you develop professional and personal competencies aod
the technological expertise to become actively involved in knowledge management initiatives.
Course topics will cover such areas as:
competitive intelligence and the application of knowledge
knowledge portals
e knowledge capital
* team effectiveness
Highlights include the Ron Coplen Leadership Address, the Tech Fair, the
Strategic Technology Alliance Series, and many networking opportunities.

For more infomation, contact the Professional Developme~tdepartment
at 1-282-939-3679, or send e-maa to profdev@sla.org

Knowledge Management:A CompetitiveAsset
ISBN 0-871 1 1 -480- 7
(1 997 State-of-the-Art institute compendium)
Explore knowledge management as it relates to the role informatior;
professionals play i n this business trend. Topics include the concept of
knowledge management, the tools and techniques you can use to improve
your organization's management of knowledge assets, real-wol-ld examples
of organizations successfully managing their knowledge assets, and key
issues to consider when implementing a knowledge management p r o g r a x
To order, contact the Publications department at 1-202-939-3673,or secd
e-mail to books@sla.org, or visit the Virtual Bookstore at
www.slapubiishing.org. Price: $40.00 nonmembers, $32.00 SLA members.

Getting Out of the Box
The Knowledge Management Opportunity
rssn 0-871 I I -474-7(VCIS)
ISBN 0-871 1 4 -489-5 (PAL)
Make change work for you. Tnis video delivers insights and practical tips
on the emerging knowledge management phecomenon, its strategic importance, and how you c2n position yourself to play a key role.
To order, contact the Publications department at 1-232-939-3673, send
e-mail to books@sla.org, or visit the Virtual Bookstore at
www.slapubIisMng.org, Price: $55.00 nonmembers, $45.00 SLA members.
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Increasing the value of informtion professionals in general, but individual information professionals in particular, is my goal for the coming year. During my speech at the SLA Annual Brrsiness Meeting in Minneapolis in June, .'V=7C: The Search for a Compelling Value Proposition," (visit http:/l
www,sla.org for the complete text) I asked every member of SLA to take personal responsibility for creating a campaign to sell their value. I will focus on the "7Cs" in these columns throughout the year.
COMMUNICATIOK is the pivotal one. Referring to SLA's document "Competencies for Special Librarians
in the Zlst Century" I said, "A public statement of our competencies, and our adherence to them, will
not, alone, ensure that the wodd understands the value of special librarians . . . Competencies, without
COMMUNICATION, do not have an impact."
A panel discussion at the American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) Annual Conference in
Washington, DC. in July, focnsed or, attorney and law frm management's expectations for law Iibrariacs. 'We don't understand your skills, what you do, and how . . .You are not visible to me," one panelist said. An attorney concurred, saying, "We don't know what we should expect-what value you bring
to the table. You have a selling job."
The briefing paper .'Skills for Knowledge Management" was prepare6 by TFPL Ltd. for The Library
and Information Commission in Britain. One purpose was to "gain an understanding of KM and the
roles, s k i s , and competencies needed in these environments and assess the implications for the library
and information profession if its members are to play a full part in W." (http://www.lic.govuk/publications/executivesurnmaries/kmski11s.ht)
A generalized list of common features of those who are
moving into KM roies is followed 5y a disturbing observation. "The LIS profession appears to have had
little impact on KM organisatiors. Whilst it is true that a few 'mature' K i i environments are actively integrating LIS skills into their
teams, many are late in discovering titat these s k i s exist. And it is
sobering to note that some organisations see a limited involvement for LiS professionals . . ."
Lawyers don't know whatskills we have. KM environments are just beginning to Giscover that our
skills exist. Who is at fault here? Is it the responsibility of management to discover what we do? The
"if you build it, they wili come" mantra may work in a "Field of Dreams", but in the everyday field of
dried cornhusks a ~ mud,
d that is an unrealistic attitude. Effective, constant communication is required.
The TFPL study emphasizes c@mmunication:"verbal, written, and presentation skills are required in
order to influence, persuade, negotiate, and share knowledge." Influence. Persuade. Negotiate. Share
knowledge. All of these elements of communication will be required as you create and sell a compelling
proposition for your value. An additional communication ski2 is active listening Don't tell people about
tk:e competencies you have mastered and services you provide. Listen while they tell you what they do,
what they need, what they are concerned about. Then deliver something unexpected, based on what
you have heard. Communicating doesn't mean simply creating reports. A periodic report is only the bea n~i n'g . Couch
it in "their" language, not yours. Hand deliver it, don't put it in interoffice mail. SharpY-Y Exec&x ~ ~ r e c ~ ~
~
en written skiils, but also make a conscious effort to be visible. Verbal skills are not just about speakC h a ~ o o x3m1ssim
k g well. They include organizing thoughts in order to present your case briefly, to the point, and in
Se~ce~~ber
dA f3$$
memorabIe concepts appropriate to the audience. Not unlike an advertising campaign.
2 9 0 2 H, EST
Effective com~unicationdoesn't mean MORE, but more targeted. It encompasses listening, speak1":Spic:L;eco,mi& Au,kssfmU;I ing, writing, presenting, negotiatiag, persuading, and being visible and passionate. To be successful, a
,"m1?:a,n~fz?1Po3wmr
communications project must be a conscious part of your daily routine. "I don't have time," is not an
.dn&rx r l UF~CI%ZL
~
allowable excuse. If it is important to your survival and elevation in the organization, you will find a
way to make time. May not?
&,ob&,
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Learn about new and evolvingtechnologies, and gar n
insights into the implicationsof these technologies
for iiDraries, content management, information

The Special Llbrarles Rssociation's

1999 State-of-the-Rrt Institute
sponsoredby h w Jones and Uest Group

i

A

D O ~ M E C nouemb~18-19. KKJ

Ufashtngton,DC

AFTERPARTICIPATING

WE=
GROW

IN THIS EVENT

PARTICEPANTSWILL UNDERSTAND:
the types of new information technologieson the
markearid underdevelopment
irclpllcationsofthesetechnologies for libraty and
information services and processes
how some of these technologiesare being used in
librariesand informationservices operations
the importance of monitoringother types of
technologies and industriesto predictnew
directionswithin infarmationservices

Specid Libraries Association

Questions: contact the Professional Development department
at 1-202-939-3679,send e-rnail to profdev@sla.org, or visit
ourweb site at h~p://www.sla.org/pmfessionat/sota.html.

(?r.; 2ji53 Lqdp;y Wascr.5 $q~b[;-yh

w .

r
Chapter recently awarded its newly established
The ~ a r Diego
President's Awxd to Patricia Knobloch for her contributions as
student liaiwn chair daring the past two years. The award is given
in recogniticn for notable or important contributions made k~the
chapter or &e association, which have enhanced or furthered its
goals ar:d objectives. During the past two years, Knobloch established a strong relationship with the California State University-Saq
Jose's School of Library and Information Science at Fullerton, Geveloping a special outreach program for new students, establishing a
strrdent schoiarskip and creating "Libraries on Parade." which allows students tc inte:act with librarians in different library settings.
,.
*
.
$?[r;<:d;(;4
<x-;(; ;-j;:>
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Tile Biomedcal and Life Sciences Division (BIO) presented its
1999 Distinglshed Mezber Award to Eleanor A. MacLean in reccgnition of her exceptional contributions to the profession, the division, and her cclleagzes. An SLA member since 1974, she has been
very active in the assoaaEon, serving in numerous capacities, as
well as chairing tke 310 division. In 1998, MacLean was honored
~

>

mrulli.ini'crrnation~~tI~ok.c~m

:
:

as an SLA Fellow. Naomi C. Broering was presented the first
Winifred Sewell Prize for Innovation in Information Technologies
in Biomedical and Life Sciences Librarianship. The award was given in recognition for her two decades of innovative leadership in
developing and applying new technologies, educating others, and
promoting emerging technologies within libraries and to pacrons
in biomedical information centers. Both awards were presented
during the BIO annual business meeting this past June in Minneapolis, MN.

/?XCY?%$.X ~~?c%WKW;
A;v?;~: 25
The Information Technology division presented its annual Distinguished Member Award to Grieg Aspnes, former SLA president
and one of the division's earliest chairs. Aspnes has been a member
of the association since 1943. The :TE Division also presented the
first annual Joe Ann Clifton Student Award to Susan Johnson from
the University of Hawaii at Manoa for her presentation on "Using
Information Technology for Imprcving Collection Management."
The award was named in honor of Clifton, who served as SLA President and ITE Division Chair. In her passing, her son Randy Clifton
presented the award on her behalf. Both awards were presented at
the ITE luncheon in Minneapolis, M I , this past June.
,
(
.
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To Keep I t s Competitive Edge,
Land O'Lakes Insists On Inmagic.
At hand O'hakes, special librarians maintain all kinds of information

Annuai Campaign. SLA President's Circle members are recognized for contributing at
Ieast $10,000 to the association in a single year. Dialog
was recognized as a President's
Circle contributor at the SLA
Annual Conference in Minneapolis, MN, this past June.

:

Web Content Focus
of i3ender4 Article
SLA Execu&re Director David
R. Bender recently celebrated his
twentieth amiversary as executive direcar of the association.
Duriig his tenure, SLB bas
g r o w from a ssmd nationdi organization into an ixternaticnal
association, kcorporating the
latest technoiogka! innoxitions
in the information profession
beid and defeloping professional competencies f a use as an inci~strystx~dard.SLA's Board of
Directors hdd 2. rece~tionin his
honor d,urkg 96th Annual Conference heid k: :.mneapolis,
MN: this psst Jane. One-hun&ed professiocal a ~ personal
d
friends attended the celebration.
Bender was presented with a
memory book incorporating
photogra-phs of C!e past twenty
years. Bender was hired at the
h ~ n u a l Cmference k 1979
which VJB 3eld L? Hawaii. One
of the boxd mezbers from
1979, Mary Lee Tsufis, now
lives in Hawaii. Since she could
not attend the celebration, she
sest the lei in honor of his twentieth annivers-sa~y.Pictured with
Dr. Bender is Richard Green, executive director of asswiation
sales for the Marriott. Mxriott
graciously sponsored the event.

SLA has ancounced that the
Dialcg Coqioration is a new
member of the prestigious
President's Circle for the I999

F A Executive Director David R. sender wrote an article
published ir! the July 16-22,,
1999, issue of the Washington
(DC) Business /oumul titled
"Well-Done Web Sites Need EE
fective Info, Too." The article
focuses on worldwide corapanies investing time and money
into technologies such as Bashy
databases, intranets, or web
sites without properly investing
in the development of information content. Bender goes on to
suggest that a ncmber of con;panies have recognized the ixportants of cmtent management
by invoking librarians to IEprove the content or information
flow in order to enhance the IT
tools within their company. T3e
article was originally pubiis'ned
in the San Jose Business Joumu2
during the week of May JI,
1999. The article is available on
the San Jose Business Jourriul
web site at: www.amcity.com/
sanjoselstoriesil999/05i3 I i
smallb6.html?h=DavidjBender.

Survey Reveais

.

:

.

Growth Opportil~rtre:;

According to a survey recentiy released by SLA in cooperation with the Association of
Library and InFormation Science Educators (ALISE; and
the Medical Library Association (MLAj, Master's level university programs teaching Iib r a y and information science
have an opportunity to expand
their curricula into information

Global 2000, the worldwide conference on special libmianship sponsored by SLA, will be held October 16-19, 2000,
at the Metropole Hotei in Brighton, England. The theme of
the conference, information Age: Challenges and Opportunity, is designed to support and encourage pmicipants from
around the worid to interact, network, and discuss timely
and broad reaching issues affecting information professionals on a global perspective. Globd. 2000 is being held in cooperation with a number of other hternationai organiztions. The conference wili feature keynote speakers discussing cment issues, educational sessions conducted on related
topical issues, and a ContriSuted Papers Session. Some suggested broad topic areas for the Contributed Papers Session
inciude information commerce, copyright, networking, and
technology. A limited number of contributed papers will be
accepted for presentation at Global 2000. Individuals living
and working outside of North America are particuIar1y encouraged to apply. Guidelines and deadlines for the papers
are available a t www.slaglobai2000.org or via SLA's Fax on
Demand system by dialing 1-888-0-11-2856 (toll free number) and entering document n u ~ b e 502,
r the pound key and
a return fax number, including area code. If you are calling
internationally, contact SLA's concierge, Helen Ortega, via
phone (1-202-939-3660). Please include document number
502, as well as a rePJm fax number.
Objectives of Global 2000
To cooperatively seek solutions to common problems
To expand networking opportunities
* To provide a learning environment that is open and nonthreatening
To establish a global alert system among participants
;hat will build and strengthen SLA's international presence
Global 2000 is open to any and aU interested individuals
from around the world. An exhibit hall with international
vendors will be onsite for an estimated 1,0@0information
professionals representing alI levels of the information community. The cost of a full registration is $525.00 U.S., which
includes courses, breaks, and several meal functions. Registration does not include hotel accommodations. See the Frequently Ask Question section of the Global 2000 web site for
projected hotel and airfares from major i~ternationalcities to
London. For continuing information regarding Global 2000.
visit the web site at: www.slagloba12000.org
ii$ormanon Outlook September 3999 9

technologies and government information policies. T'ne basis of
the survey was two studies conducted separately by SLA (Competencies for Special Libraries of
the 21st Century) a.11d MLA
(Platform for Change). The poll
of deans and administrators of library and information science
programs around the globe disclosed that of all the courses
(1,909 total) taught by universities in the area of library and illformation science at accredited
programs i.l1 canada a,.'ld the
United States, eighteen percent
are devoted to the study of information systems and technology.
Of the 350 information systems
and techndogy courses offered,
only thirteen percent are a part of
t.l-te core curricula. The survey
also shows that ten percent of all
courses cover information policy.
The Executive Surrunary and the
Final Report are available on the
SLA web site at: www.sla.org/
professional!comp.html.

SLA /\wards
~"I uri 'Pie!. 1-. rd-: n. t
to Turner and Hudon
'lo...JV

.......

"'-...!,

o1 ·'-

SLA has awarded the 1999
Steven L Goldspiel Memorial
Research Grant to Dr. james M.
Turner and Dr. Michele Hudon
for their proposal titled, "Organizing Moving Image Collections for the Digital Era." The
project will attempt to reach an
understanding of the organization of existing vocabularymanagement tools used in special libraries with moving image
collections, by identifying and
studying patterns with a view
toward building a uniform vocabulary available for broad use
by librarians who manage collections of moving images.
Turner and Hudon are professors in the Ecole de bibliotheconomie et des sciences de
l'information at the Universite
de MontreaL
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CALL FOR NoMINATIONs:

SLA 001 ELECTIO

T

he Nominating Committee for SLA's 2001 eiection needs your help in locating ten
worthy candidates, ready and wil Hng to lead the Association through the beginning
of the 21st Century. We are five committee members, but between us we cannot

possibly know every potentially worthy candidate in an association of SLNs size. That's why
you are so important to the process!
Please let us know which of your colleagues are ready and willing to serve in any one of the
foi!owing capacities: President-Elect, Chapter Cabinet Chair-E!ect, Division Cabinet Chair-Elect
or Director (we need a total of four candidates for Director). The siate wlil contain the names
of two candidates for each position except Directo0 which wili have four candidates as two Directors

are elected each year. For more information on the nominating process and posit!on de-

scriptions please go to the S LA web site at: http://www.sia.org/assoc/board/index.htm!
Think about what qualities and experiences make this person idea! for the position you

are

nominating them for. What are their views on our profession and how would they represent
us? What positions has the person fii led that indicate he or she wouid be suitable for this position? What did they accomplish; did they fu!fi!l their ob!igations with f!ai~ enthusiasm and
on time? Do they have ideas and the know-how to implement them? Has the person ever
served on a board or a committee for another organization besides SL.A-it's all valuable experience. Go ahead-nominate yourse!f if you believe that you match the criteria for success
in one of these positions.
Please include with your nominations the nominee's name, affiliation, address, phone number
and the position for which you are nominating her or him. Please also include any of the fo!!owing information to which you have access: prior positions this person has held at the Chapte;-; Division or Association level; the length of SLA service and answers to any of the questions posed
above! If you are not sure about the SLA positions heid,do not be concerned-it is ali in adatabase at headquarters.
It wii! he!p the committee if you can also tel! us in what capacity you have served alongside
this person or know this person and thus can personally speak to her or his effectiveness,

Send your nominations by Monday, December 6, 1999 to:
Lois Weinstein
Executive Director
The Medica! Library Center of New York
5 East l02nd Street- 7th floor

NewYork, NY 10029
Tel: 212-427-1630

Fax: 212-860-3496

E-mail: mlcny@metgate.metro.org

Or phone/e-mail any member of the committee (also by December 6)
Name
Margaret Hentz
Syivia James
Dee Magnani
Betty Eddison

Phone

E-Mail

l-317-337-3517

mher:tz@dowagro.com

011-44-1444-452871

5385418@mclma11.com
magr,cr,i@iib.pdx.edu

l-503-725-4124
l-781-938-4442

ebeddison@aoi.com

What Corporate Librarians Say About NERAC
"I can't possibly fulfill all of the online search requests myself. By picking up some of the
literafure search work, NERAC frees my time tor other things..."
That's what we're here for. We've been helping corporate iibrarians stay on top of emerging
technologies for more than 30 years, and we know what challenges you face.

"Routing {tradejournals) is not an effective way to keep staff apprised of current developments. By utilizing your TOC service, our engineers and scientists have timely access to all
the key journals in their fields."
You can't be expected to go it alone. Did you have time this week to review 75,000 journals?
Did you scan 2,500 patents? NERAC did. Go to our Web site to select from among 21,000
publications in om Table of Contents database. Receive e-mailed updates automatically!

':My colafacts with NERAC researchers have helped me expand my searching capabilities.
The researchers have always answered any question I have..."
NEKAC employs nearly LOO scientists and engineers whose primary responsibility is to find
the answers to your most vexing technical questions. Our technical specialists have industry
experience and access to the best databases and the best search engine in the business.

'7 think of NERAC as another librarian on our staff..."
Sure. your budget may be shrinking while your patrons expect you to assimilate more and
more information. Don't iose heart! Consider NERAC your "silent partner." Turn to us for
those time and labor-intensive tasks. Your patrocs will notice, and we don't mind if you take
all the credit!

';Youhave great people at NERAC!"
O w mainframe-based search engine may be the most powerfiil in the industry, but we don't let
it answer the phone. Call us with a question or a problem and a trained specialist will handle it
on the spot.

..

"We encourage all our people to use NERAC. "
Other compa2ies charge you each time yox use their service. NERAC doesn't. Feel free to call
as often as you like. Urge your patrons cali us as often as they like. Tell them, "go ahead -it's
paid for!"

From technical problem solving, to patent images, to document retrieval, NERAC car: help you shine, too.
To find out how. cali u s today at 860-872-7000.
Or visit our Web site:

www.nerac.com

8 n $ne 33, %A's Profess:oml De-aeiopxent department launched its newest distance Iearnhg program.
The debut of G?e Reai-'lfxe Desktop Courses, sponsored
by the West Gro~p,was we3 received. These exciting
new instmetor-iea, real-time courses ciosely mimic inpersor', programs, but allow the student to particigate
from Ckir desktcp. The iastructcr teaches through audiocenferencing along with handouts and web-based vlsuah as iearnicg aides.

For more infoimatiori,
anrmt
Valerie Tajilor
a e s 1 . o )

The first Rezl-Bme Desktop Course, tiried f$ct
Den& to Energize Eibrz.9 Service G~!+/e:y, was designed to address new technclogical innovations, Steve
Arnold, president, Arnold IT prcvided an ovexiew of
this hot topic. ArnoId then provided a "heiiccpter" view
cf Ave hot ::echrxdogies: XML,Linux, portals, cew interfaces, and new searc5ixg systems to retrieve information (text arid nor',-text). This insightful session
demonstrated 63 participants where these innovations
may lead. The presentation iliustrated that; in the last
six to nine months, new computing architecture hzs
enabled a range of new user friend@ appiications am!
tools. These promise to revciutionize th.e deiivery of lib r a g services in the next millennium.

v ~ c ~ m +Z se a i - T i ~ ~Te&(tos
e
Csc,:csej
; ;

J

lrs r',~ttco !ate @ regjskr for upco~&gRed-Tme Desktop Courses. ;%e impact gfRecmt 8C4mgesto US Copynghi
Wi be presented by Laura N, Gasawzy, &director
cf ti?e !a18 library a ~ pfesser
d
of law, Gniversiv of North
CzcIina-Chap5 HZ.This p:cgarn v d f m s on sisir^rcznz
amendments to the U.S. co~yigfftlaw that affect I ? ~ r ~ ii3
es
a nnmber ofirnpo~antwqs. This come will aiso h m s on
the DighI Akieririum Copwgkt A b z ~ the
d Copyriglkt
Term Extension Act and exmine ;he changes 3. t i b r q
praCices mmdated by these amendments. Pa3;igants wJ
review pending kgisiatior, reiative tc databases as weH.
This progmx w i be presented on Sepxember 21, 1999,
from 10:00 A.M. - 1!:30 A.M. EDT and - r d be repeated on
September 23, 1999, from 2:30 ?.M. - 3:3G P.M. EDT.
Do yon h d yourseif becoming a Sheriodl tiolnes, ferreting cut informtion on pecpk, pizces, a d companies?
If you do, <?en SFrei-Zocking the Net, is fhz course for yon!
Tqe Internet is a plethora of inf~rmation,bat many iinfor~ a t professionals
h
are unsure wh& is vdid m d what is
out-of-date, 3eterminir.g vihen to subscribe tc za Internet
senvice or wken to pay-per-visit, has also becsme conksing for may icformation prokssicna?s. Moreovq ? is &creasingly difficult to ascerziin if free skes offer a;a"i:ienric
informatkx and also to verify their sources. This course,
~xsentedby Linda WiS, research cen'Ler director, Greenb e y Tkarrrig Law 3rm, wi'J add:ess these issues and assist
informatior, prcfessionzls tc efzcienkj a d effectively i;se
< ~ eir~texetto find vdnabk in%rmation. This program
wiil be presented on December 7: 1999, from 2 3 0 PA%. 3:30 P.M. EST !t WEbe preseated again on December 9,
1999, kern 10:.33 A.M. - 11:X A.M. EST.

5eif-?zceS ;s?:'i,?e< crses
~
13 additien ta our new iJea?-%xe Desktop Courses,
§LA continnes to offer tv~eiveSelf-Paced Online Courses.
These comes can be completed independentiy and are
intended for t i m e sp~dentsinterested in learning zt their
own pace. CcrrenCy, 51e Self-Faced Online Courses cover
a variey oP subject areas, induding marketiqg library
seraices, ca22oging, time management, iibrary budgeting,
Iega! :esea:c3, arid subject indexing.
Don't miss ycnr chance ta participate in our Real-Time
Eesktop or SelEPaced Online Courses. DeGiied: informaticn on the courses ar?.d registration forms are available
cn tine Siih web site hEp:liwn~~sIa.~rg/professio~d/
disindx.hi:mi.
82

I n the serials acquisition world, a lot of things can go wrong. Knowing how
t o fix them-quickly-is

paramount. RoweComis services can streamline your

content acquisition, providing direct access t o your serials records and a
minimum of involvement in routins ordering and claim processing, You can
maintain a complete subscription management system, as you see fit.
Choose from more than 45,000 magazines, journals, and newspapers from
over 15,000 publishers, plus 8 milliol-: books. Choose Ro\~eCom.

www.rOwe.COffl
Call 1-800-ROWECOM, x286. Or ernail info.outlook@rowe.com

_
Knowledge for .

we-*--

Business Needs

Tke associatiol: is c-~rrentlyin full-swing with the draft budget tc be reviewed by the Finance Cornittee for
budgetkg processing for FY 2303. The F"r' 2000 Sudget- confornance to the associatian's kndlng piGelines.
i ~ process,
~ g
which Is quite complex ac~~a.11~
began iast
A &a3 budget is s&miEed EO the Rnance Carnietee
winter when staff developed program phibsophies and fi- in September. Ti"neFiance Cormittee reviews t5e budget
nancid assumptions for the Board of Directors to review for viability witkin a certain economic framewofli ar;d
at the 1999 Vdinter Meeting. Ongoing i n p t froin fqe ~:&es its recoxmendatioc to the
Board of Direzors.
leadership an6 membership viz strategic plans, surveys, The draft hdget is then s93mZted to %i?e Board of Dkecboard actiom, and unk reports lead to the deveiopnent of tors for find approid 21 OEobee~The budget is !m@the ZOO0 Association Program P l a ~
me3kk by staff thYoug!~o~tt
kI;.& fiscal year The budThe plan is developed each sprirtg by saff and. is sub- get is moni~redcontL~~JaJIy
th.roq$ the ~ o n t h I yfinancid
mitted to the Boar6 of Directors for approval in June. The statements, m i m e aalyses, and trend reports. arther,
plan details L9e activities of each program within 'Lile as- L%ough C?e inde~endentannual a:id!t C!e %L%xel:t of
socistion, Once the plan is approved bj7 the Board of Di- 5?e budget o5jectives is examined m d revkv~ed.
rectors in Jane, the annual bidget is developed.5y staff in
The annnal budget is also used as 2. long-terx pianjuly and August. Requests for funding are dso solScited zing tool. Using the cunent Sudget as a base, the staff
For more injhation, at this time from the association units, A budget r e q u e s t a n d leaders are able to identify: trends through a fivecontact
form is sent p l y I CLQ the presider:ts, chairs, and treasur- year historical analysis; five-year Bnanclai pjectlorns
Richard Wallace,
eers of each mi:. The unks then have the oppomxity to based cc economic izdicators and strategic objectives;
SLA li-easurzr
request hnCs in excess of the anxual cities al&~xct. and cost-per-member statistics based 3~ current leveis
( ~ l a ~ t a l g c o r n )Each request received is inco~oratedby staff intc the of service.
8

AREYOU COMING ACROSS STANDARD LICENSIKG AGREEgEkTS
FOR ELECTRONIC RESOURCES THAT DON" MEET THE MEEDS OF YOUR ORGANIZATION?

Effective Negotiating Techniques for Licensing Content
http:Nwww.sla.orgPprofessEsnaIBI icense.shtrnI
Sponsored by Bow Jones
October 14, 3.999
%:Q8 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. (EXST)
A n y w h e r e in the U-S,, Canada, and the U . K .

OU'LL LEARN:
the importance of the negotiation process
what both the infournation professional
and the content vendor brisg to the table
practicai tips to behg a successful negotiator
the caarnintrnication skills essential t o negotiating
what not to do during the negotiation

next satel lik ~videg>coutfe~en~e!
For more icformatic:! or: this importa~iprogram, please
contact the Professior:a! Develomeni deoartxent at
1-202-939-3639, send a fax to 1-i02-265-9317, o? send
e-mail to prafdevBsia.org.
Spedd L?o:&esAssociaibr
uww sia.org

Future Vl/aver: Digital Genres and the Virtual Office
On the last afternoon of the conference, over seventy
people went to hear recent SLA Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial Research grant award recipients, Andrew Dillon
and Claire R McInerney, speak on the results from their
respective studies, "Understanding Users in Digital Ewironments: A Longitudinal Study of Genre Infmnation in
Information Work and "Providing Data, Information,
and Knowledge to the Virtual Office,"
Cillon, an expert in Human-Computer II.lteraction (HCI)
at llndiana University, talked aboxt his use of sfzdent focus
groups to ffit their expectations of digitized information.
He explained that in psychological terms, genre is a natural occurrence that enables our cognitive sysxern to form
patterns for automatic recognition. An example of an information genre is a newspaper, which is traditionally paper-based. The paper-based conventions, when they are
digitized, will hopefully provide some farriarity to the
user in order to quickly leverage their comyehension levels. Using web forms of newspaFers as a genre, Dillon decided to track users' abilities to search and recall specific
items from what they had read. The data revealed that students took about six tries in order to remember which sections they clicked or what search words to use to obtain
the information. Information professionals and vendors as
providers and evaluators of content, will need to pay close
attention to these user expectations in order to make their
own web pages have a comfortable "look and feel." Dillon
will continue the research and plans to present his final results at the SLA conference next year in Philadelphia.
Dillon's discourse dove-tailed nicely into McInerney's
presentation, who is a professor at the Universiq of Oklahoma, Her study, subsequently published as a book by SLA
(see the SLA V i a l Bookstore at www.slapublishing.org),
entded how information professionals are prwidiig information to remote knowledge workers, acd the workers'
satisfaction of information services provided McInerney
surveyed telecommuters, information center directors, infornation systems managers, and their supervisors within
five large corporations. She first shared some interesting
demographics about the remote users: average time in the
company was 6.7 years; 35 percent listed theii primary office location as the client site; 69 percent were men; and
the mean distance from corporate offices was 351 miles. In

addition, they tend to work an average of 48.12 hours per
week; their extra "on the job" hours (especially for short
timelines) were mainly between 5:00 P.M. and midnight.
Survey participants reported that when they needed to make
special information requests after ncn-traditional hours,
service was not as read@ available, although one corporate
library routinely stays open until 9:00 P.X. and on Saturday
to provide senice woridwide. The turnaround rime might be
as long as one to two work days, and teleamuters do not
wish to wait. To this attendee, the data illustrated the irony
of the 24/7 service intrane~are supposed to supply; while
workers can work around the dock, problems with the intranet can only be addressed during the regular workday at
headquarters. Consequently, McInerney noted that remote
workers want more training on how to use information resources themselves. They received some training on how
to access the system and retrieve information; however, 85
percent of those surveyed felt most of their training came
by "word of mouth" from their colleagues. Many of these
telecommuters were not aware that corporate library staff
actually created the pages on their intranets: one remote
user in particular thought it was developed solely by the IS
department. Some corporate librarians are also taking
leading roles in the company's knowledge management
systems,but employees may not be aware of this changing
role of the librarian. McInemey surmised that in collaboration with IS departments, information specialists may need
to assert or have their work acknowledged on company intranets. Overall, most of the information services provided
aligned with telecommuters' expectations. McInerney's
presentation can be found at http:llfacuIty-staff.ou.edu/M/
C1aire.R.M~-Inerney-I/Sla99/.
The program piqued the interest of the attendees; it
clearly demonstrated the need of special librarians to
have studies that will support their work in the practical
use of innovative techndogy and the provision of content. The Goldspiel award, which offers a stipend of up to
$20,000, provides practitioners and academics an avenue
to pursue research that can be applied broadly, yet meet
the information priorities of SLA members, The deadline
for 2000 proposal applications is February 28, 2000.
More information about the Goldspiel award can be locat83
ed at http:llwww.sla.org!researC;'1/go1dfundl.

Reported by Rebecca A. Smith, assistant pl-o$essoc West Campus Libray, Texas A&& tiniversi& College Station,
TX, and 1996-99 member @the SLA Research Committee. She can be reached at rebecca-smith@tamu.edu.For
more informaiion, contact Ruth Arnold, Ph.D (luth@sla,org).
urmm.informa~innoutln~h.c~m
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ave you hear

esdons before?

Does finding an u;.swer mean spending hovrs sqxinting over ~ i c r o f i c h eor wading
though tedious govemmect web-sites?

b u t t ~2nd
~ , download a pablic corpora:ior.'s fuil
proxy or annual report in secocds. It's :hat s i q I e :

beginning in i994 ro the present.

6: kw

4> L%
%+
. a
1s

;R

Rebeve fdil proxres and 10-Ks rn seconds rather
thm the hows reqalred usmg Ae U.%
Govenment's Internet sit

2.s

"k

Access to ERH coiiected corporate data
cornci~~ectary
usicg- e l t k r Em's Platform
Library CD zr;.d/or b y visfng www.zi-iei-icorr,.

ERI Economic Research Zr~nsLitnsLenow sexes over 5,003 corporate subscribers. ERI

ECONOMIC
RESEARCH

was founded ir. 1987 2s 2 compensation & becefis research onisource and provides
printed reports and softwax database products. ERI is a WOB znd may be reached by
tailing (SOC) 627-3697 or emai: ir$o@erieri.com.*

L N i T i T I I T E

*

Request E m ' s free CD, Em's Platform Library, with &is fast data ~-eZievdfeaJre.

o avoid being held captive by worlic lives which hold little satisfaction
them, professionals-particularly those in the burgeoning area of
information technology and management-need to occasionally and
purposefully reassess not only the work they do, but how they feel about it.
Most pzofessionals have more choice about what they do and when than, in
the frantic course of events, they remember. In their professional lives, many
"field what is hit their way" instead of "going to bat" on things that are both
productive and sa~isfymg.When stressed by the increasing demands of their jobs, they
need to ask if these demands are simply add-ons to an already f d agenda, if they are grati?ying, and if they are necessary for the successful execution of their work If so, are they
best done by them and in tirle assumed fashion?
Assumptions can be fne enemies of responsible professionals. Often they create self-imposed expectations about their work. It is possible that they have not been explicitly
charged with many cf the duties they perform. It is also possible that they have not iooked
closely at what lheir job really entails. Ralph Waldo Emerson was right when he questioned
the value of the ucexamined life. Furthermore, he would hzwe been especially disapproving
of the unexamined work life.
Focusing specifidly on special librarians, this article looks first at the general, national employment environment, offers a self-assessment tool to helg special librarians identlfy their
preferences, and makes suggestions of ways to assess and adapt their professional lives.

Briefly, the employment environment is very friendly for infomation managers and the
information-fluent in this Information Age. If, for example, after examining their jobs,
these professionals determine they are insupportable, they do have the option of changing
employment. An aging population and the lowest unemployment in twenty years point to
ar, employees' market. In addition, with new electronic communication on the web, a job
LeAne Rutheford lj. an assistant professor at the University @ Mfnnesota Duluth. She
works in the area ofinsmctional development, assistingfaculty to enhance their teaching
and their students learning. She mgy be reached at Zruther@d.umn.edu.
Information Outlook * September 1999
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These employees who "cccub??y7' an2
cross that "threshold of consciousness'' are
the ones V&G do not wear blinders to
what's happening in ail segxents of their
organizations. They $so need a strong
sense of seif-iden'lity and autonosy to meet
the d m chazenges of change and complexity.In a profession which is being dramatimfiy altered by technoiog35 it is cxcial to
be zn architectu~ald y in the renrcdding of
a learning organization. Consequen5y, it is
in the best interest of companies of the ks x e to foster self-anaiysis v i s - h i s work
satisfaction

--

search has become easier, faster, a n d
broader. For instance, the Department of
Labor Employment and Training Administration at www,ddeta.gov provides vast
quantities of information in its America's
job bank, talent bank and labor market information system. Partic:~larlyconsiderir~g
the special skills of special librarians, predictive data on which fields are open and
inviting are readiiy accessed as well as encouraging. Dccupa~bnalOutlook Quattey&,
for example, predicts that data base administrators, computer support specialis&s, and
ahi other conputer scientists are occqations that have fast gro-ah, high earnings,
and low unemployment. The projected employment growth between now and 2006
will be 249 thousar.d plus for these occupational categories. (Eiere was r;o specific :
category for li'~Tal"lan§.)These dues point
to the fact that speciai librarians nee2 not
feel imprisoned by their current work afRiation. They are in better positions than

18 Information out~ook September 14%

most to leave a working sit;&on which
ieaves them not wanting to go to work on
Monday mornings.
Coxpanies are changing in response to
this scenario as weil. According to H G s
and Mimfs' incisive article in the ]o'olsmd fc
Vocatibnal Beha?iorP"The New Career Contract: Developing Cne Whole Person at
Midlife amf Eleyond," (1995, Volume 47)
companies m s t be responsive to both the
market and to their own organizational behaviors. While 5ley are reengkeerizg and
responding to their universe, they will also
invest L
i2 developing seasoned em$oyees
who with CIek clear sense of personal direction, are awze of the system as a vAiole.
Robert Kegan, author of & Qger O w Heads:
fie Zdnrzd Demnds 9fiMoriern Lye, asserts
that corporate herim backs Lie concegt of
"helphg peopie be more effective at work,"
b ~ jacks
t
an understardirg of Cze "hidden
curriculum of woricing." What he d s for 4s
a new "tkesh~idof consCi~~sness"
(I64).

.
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To function professiondly within this
framework and to serve the needs of bo'lil
instiktion and self, professionals have to
fend for Lnemselves by creating what has
been c s e d a "protean career." To understand the term "protean" necessitates recaEing the myt3 of Froteus. The son of
Poseidon, he was able tLB foresee the future
and change his shape to avoid capture. A
protean career is crezted by iooking to the
frrfxre, appraising the situation, and then
reforming or recreating self.
Tile k t w e holds hrther bIr;rrkg and
biending of personal and professional Eves,
changing rbythms of work mused by computers, and increasing need for adap&abili@
By reflecting on the folhwing, professiona~s
can keep life ar,d woPk in better balance,
dictste the tempo and beat of their jobs, and
achieve the kind of metacognitioc that couples adaptability with satisfaction:
what 5ley enjoy about their j 0 h
8
what <ley dislike
e
what nee& to be built on or intensified
s
what can be passed dong or clis~rded
8
what ski% or capabilities need to be
zxgxented.
In other words, tkey need some prompts
to bring t5ek unconscious to the forefront
an6 start "i consciously exp%oreAternative
ways of being while on the job.
The seif-assessment tool (figare A) promotes such reflection. This tool was created
for participx~tszt a session on "Myth, Market, and Metamorphosis: Career Change" at
the June 1999 §LA Annual Conference in
Minneapoiis, Minnesota. It is based or,
l'Competencies for Special ir~rariansof t3e

c.i-ji;f<
~~-lc>"(

Learn if the Sun wiil become a bia& hole or a white dwarf.
;weer! right- and lek-handed DNA

See ncw microwave sateiiites heip make better hurricane forecasts.

2 1st Century" and a c article 3y Lucy Lettis
ir, 59e january 1999 issue of !nfo~maObn
Gut/ook, "Be 2rc.active: Communicate Your

I

$
Ci

a, IdeisieiQing the information needs af' my anstlbenq
13, CommunicaGq importance of infwmrian wvlce to mmageB
c Developing spec& information products and ~ ~ M ~ aiigned
X E Z with tthc
strategic directions oF the organbatiorr
d, $dedng search and m ~ a r e engines
h
an& using st il?r?&
tthm proMentiy

j

2.

a, Providing instruaiori to end use6
b. U&nt.anding the link between organizationalmission and its iink to
information agencies
c. Applying appropriate methods h r finding, selecting, a~?d
mpniaing pu3ab:
and electrunic media
d, identifying potential n&nolagy and tools to add value to the
informatian center

I

1
>

3,

a. Custamitiutg answers to specific questions about pspuiar databases
b. Dwdaping ideal informa~wservices for strategic direction of orgdnizatjon
c Evaluating mtcoms d infarmsttionuse
ci, Having comprehetasive knowledge about and expertise in udng at kaa
eight databasa
I
4

II

/

;
i
t

1
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WoSh to Manager~~ct."
When you take this quiz, try cot to 3e
irritated by being asked to make faced
Soices. It should be understood 'Litat t%s is
an arbitrary imposition to force you to respond to your work,
W:ec yo2 have fiished makizg yoxr
choices, a+&the a's, bss: c's , m d d's for f i e
two citegories: KE zqd dislil~e.Xe w e w j
coxpetencies emmerated 3y tiye quiz rougPJy
f 2 into f o cztegsries:
~
working vsh';'~endusers, teL?nobgy, methods or strategies: and
organizational Eanagen.,ea'l. ~ 2 3 ? 1 g hkdivi&As m y have vriCeIy dkzi3utcd responses ir, which r,3 ategory is dorniran',, they
may tysc Fxd a ckster proiiidiig them vMh
informtion about :he? preferences.
The A responses dl deal with working
with patrons, diects, a d . end-users. The B
respcnses conelate with manzgement and
orga~izatiomicperztions. C e e m a x primarfly concerned with szategies acd methods for seiving izformatatior, problems and
filing information xeeds. D resfsonses ieai?
towzrd technology itself.
If ac trecd in your responses appears,
each of the tvcienty items, in and of itself,
shocld trigger some visceral reaction which
ccnid provide ciues to the qniz taker zbout
what zo approach and what to avoid at
work wher: possible.

ir;, zdditia

4.

a, Juggling mulctige ciienX projectsb, Having specialized sctbjed knowledge appropriate to the business of
organizatian w d&nt
c, Being familiar with at Iasf three subiecf ueas: pubiic;atiorrs, ntings,. w f s
d. Adding vaiw trt raw data ifireugh appogri& filtering?ssynth~is,pckaging,
and p~sen.ration
fornut:

t~ tk &it"'
and Ready SeYbe Bkec
Pssessmen'L" too;, oth2r paths

Write a 335 dessriptici? for yourself. Seen
in this iiglr',, haw wodd you merLta3yre!ram (or refem) your work? Has the position chagged fron when yon first took
it? Is it Mme to refccus on the core eie-

m
pect each facet eP this job
there izexs that z e P d y
description.
not you7 responsibility? To om do tfsy
:Jelong? Where did the proced.xes or!@nate? Everyone knows the story of the hmily who routingy cut the end off the
Thanksgiving ham before baking it. Fin*,
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Coverage for d 50 states, USCA" and CFR, complete with Notes of Decisions
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KeyCite Alert offers you up-to-the-minute
traclung of cases, statutes and more
KeyCite Alert automatically informs you of important developments affecting the
cases and statGtes that natter to you.
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NLRB: Full coveraqe
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a newcomer to the fam2y asked why. No
one seemed to know until the grandmother
spoke up, '3ecause my mother didn't have
a big enough pan." How much of what you
do is "gandmothered in?" Reevaluation is
particularly important today. For exampie,
computers now allow us to do the work secremies did. This is both a blessing and a
bane. We gain control over the pace and
production of our work, but that conmi
creates a different deployment of our time.
When speciai librarians at the cocference session on this topic were asked what
they vahed most and would aspire "io in
Cieir work, "BexibiIity,," "creativityty,"and
"the opporkmity to do a quality job" vaere
three very prominent responses. But criticd
to reaching any of those valued goals w%ck
lead to job satisfaction is the careful reevajnation of each aspect of your position.
Morphing is a g a d u d process.
It
p-by-step, graduany changirig a
picare. It recycles the aid as it aGds the
new. Growth rarely starts with a blank
slate-with, of course, such ransf sf or mat ional exceptions as the buCterBy. Each of us
brings a vdlole set of previously learned
skills to new settings and hopes for what

.

-

Other means of renev~dlie in revitdizing and reinvigorating wjth continuous
learning. Be an autodidaci-ic e~ployeeand
feed the need to keep learning.
ork priorities may x e d to be
ex
at do you tadde first when
you s t a t the day? The specid librarians at
the S'LA conference session on this topic &
most to a person said that they opened W r
e-mail first. Y&en asked if this was the

coadz, a manager, a cheerleader, or a specztor? rPre you piaying Ci2 right i(positioc9f
v211 people? Reflect on that question and
act acc.~rdingly.
Lost career counseicrs
re
self-rei"!ew occnpationai daydreams, preferred activities, competencies, and self-concept. ;Ne change, we
grow, we mature, we experience and so imperceptibly. We are so dose to curselves
5w.t we are &red wifhout
ai~dareness of that &eration. Xie secret is in
making sdf-apprzisd regriar-like an anauai p3ysiml. Pick a date-your birthday or
a holiday-and enter it as a commitment in
ycur daily planner. Then keep t;k appointmen: and set sane goals for yourself, remembering ttc f o a s on "ie positive rather
&an 5?e prohibitive. For example, today 1
will iist tVm projects vAhich would mike my
work more crea2ve. This week I wiE identify z.nd telephone three of z y "nutritious"
coUeagu.es for cowersation h a t stimtriates,
refreshes, and "feeds" me. This month I
VJCIcontact another special librarian in anomer organizationai setting and compare
working scenarios.
Fine resources exist 3 help

Mv
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ty faculty members to cse a iigita'; camera,

Brigs Type Indicator, the Strong-Campbel

such as PowerPcint, i brkg my o m previous experience as a wildflower photographer using a single Iecs re4ex camera wi5z
a macro lens. This is a recyck?g of s k i s .
Indulging in another person2 example, I
have been working for more than twenty
years, off and on, wit? job search strategies. Eut that interest was reignited recently
when I began to work not on job attainment
but on job mhzncement. BSh of these instances exemplify a positive sort of recjrcling-tuning tin cans into treawre; juck

preferences. DG you know, for instance, if
y o enter
~ a new learnkg siti~ationfrom the
concretely experien:i& hands-on point In
fke ieaming cycle or from the theoreticid
acd ahtract side? The KO% Learning Style
Inventoy can qnickly te2 you that as weE
as other fascinating facts a b o yyou.
~
In a M i o n to these resources, f r e ~ e ~ c es a?be accessed on Cle U& je.g.,
czrzergate@Nia'.cem) As m example, w i g
Li " c m a ccunsdizg" wi8 yidd a ricil m y
of personality suri~eysmd meer GKsites.
Reframe, reforx, reevahate, recycle, reflect, recew, and r e d i p are aEi parts of a
help you assess
re&$ check v~kick
your professiond life and in-load greater
sersonaI satishction. No one knows what
you do as we11 as yon do. And, no one
knows how you fee! about what you do except yoa. It is tip LLO yon, then, to iook over
y o u work life, make changes, and s k e
charge. That way Iies satisfaction.
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best use of their procixtive morning heurs,
they indicated it perhaps was not. In fact, it
made then feel frag~entedand hurried. Iastead, they could have made aa appointThe refreshing perspective fi~at ment with tiiexselves to work Brst on
hnew technology brings to old techno'iogy, someLhkg s~.bsantiveand satisfyi~~g
and the reverse, proves h e v2ue of locking fore being czptmd by the urgemy of the
arsund for some precious and previous pro- day's e-man.
ficiency to renew. You may also ask yourinteracting with people piays an
self what talents you dspiayed in L
' x past important part In our work lives. How do
? w e grcwn dormant or whose place has you best operate with others? Are you rnost
Seen nsuiped by other work. Is it time ' ~ o comfortbie and effective as z singles or
doubles player, a team xember, a captain, a
return them to their places?
.

.

You're a corporate librarian.
Obviously, you're in if. for the glory,

You're an snsiing hero. Wcrking behind the scenes m make your organizatior: a success. B u t you deserve a ilttle recognition, -Leo. Ho\nl do yod get it? By using Northern Light as your first search option so you can de!iver better information
faster and under budget. We ccmbice a free, intuitiveiy organized web search with a truly affordable, prop:ieta:y

Special

C o l l e c t i o f l c i cver 5,000 authoritative journals, trade pubiications, databases and newswlres. Call us at 830-419-4222
or simply !cg on at www.nisearch.com. Get more search power for less. Meet deadlines acd budgets. Let the limelight shine.

wwuc.nireareh,r;um

-g/"iplinger
Special Service (KSS) is a
g-5
web- web-based brrsicess forecasting
service that also gives you direct access
to Kiplinger researchers for individual
answers to your b~sinessquestions.
KSS will significantlv cct down pour
research time while providing your
colleagues with the information thev
need for long-range strategic planning.
i d i k e other resources that mere$.
i

report news after the facz7KSS tells you:
what is likely t o happen next
it$ Iikels. to happen
and what you c a do to profit from the
advance knowledge.
For a FREE, no-otsligatioc. 30-day
trial and z FREE c o p of Xforld Boom
Ahead by Knight Kiplinger, contact Paul
or
hTizzatoday bj- phone (202-587-5558)
e-mail (pvizza@kiplinger.co~=).
@
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t the end of the nineteenth century, the librarian's role in the society was
mostly educational. At the end of the twentieth century, it is no longer a lofty
mission of enlightenment. Librarianship has become a professional
information service. If this is true regarding any library, it is even more obvious regarding a special library. Reference librarians have always been somewhat service
oriented, but what does it mean to catalogers?
IE the past, our users had to come to the library first and fnen they searciied for certain
books in the catalog or browsed shelves. Today they do the opposite-they search the onIine catalog first or browse our online shelflist and then come to the library (or order materials electronically). It goes without saying that the quality of their search results will greatly depend on the quality of our onlie catalog and authority file. Our custorr,ers do not have
to come to the library anymore. Sometimes they contact us by e-mail or by telephone, but
in many cases they rely entirely on their computers and dl that they need to do regarding
any library service is to fill out our online order form.
It has become a common mistake to think since we have keyword search capabilities,
cataloging and authority control have lost their former value. We would say the opposite:
Yuri KonovaIov has an MA, MLISjom Wqne State Univfrsip He rjemployed by GCI &formation Services at Dow Chemical Company as a cataIogng librarian. He may be reached
atygkonovalov@,' olw com.
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%e si@&cance of bo~z--caC&cgir.g a d arrhritgr c0~201-ha 2emendoilsiy kcreeased
k the onlke environment. As fcr subjea catdogirrg, many peoplle believe thzt kep@rd
searclzes have rrlade it %+dy unnecesszy.
T;?ose m y happen tc be ffe s m e people
who z e very upset when they get thousmds
of hits searciiing for m e m y . Compsters do
not know wketkr to search. for a me", z
Greek deilgi a car, a plartet, or Q~een'ssoloist.
Computers 6.3 not h o w &at the iron mnmh
may have notihikg to do vi%h me+durgy (or
theater). They are excellent tools, but notizing more than took. Subject headkgs need to be
kno~6edgeabiy desiged and cxe%Uy ap$ied by professional etdogers L? order to
help sour mstomrs hprove both precision
ad r e d of &ek sezckes.
men om users search. for a ceTta:n sub- :
jea manuailyI they perceive United States, ~~
USA, CXA., United States ~ p A m c i - dUS.,
etc, as Cie same subject without specid instnictions. Our ciients w2.I forgive US (VJ% a
sniie or 'vvithout) even for the Lhoted Staleses.
Our macZnes, however, require a weE-deveioped cyndetic stnicrzre built into the so-hmre in order ';s retrieve aii relevant
documents on a certin subject. T k y w 3
not smile at irnoted Stcntes-they just w3I
not retrieve the document that x a y be or"
interest to 5ze searcher. f i e worst possible result of our work is a situation w h e ~our
customers cannot Wcd ir, our cataiog any
infermation abcu'l li'lrary mazerids ~ ~ h k
our library has or: its shelves. The impertance cf controlled vocabulary and well-developed av.thority Ees is eedent, As for descriytive caGloging, AACR ( A n g b h e r i can CataIoging Xules) and MARC (Machine
Readabie-Cataloging) standards do not heip
our customers dirediy? bct standardized de- scription is necessary fcr our machines. Our
dients sometimes tnist their computers
more than 5?e person on the other end of
the telephone Iine.
A big corpcration usualiy hzs maxy lybraries scazered di over the world. Contemporary means of telecommnnicaticn
make it possible for ali those iibraries to
have a mked online catalog that consolidztes bibliographic information about ail
.,.
irSrary materials regardless of Ianguage,
type of library, and ii'orary iocation. It is
needless to say that s~ndardizedSibliegraphic description and szbject acthority
'

,

central in sbtch environment are among the
most exciting and chdenging ~ s k for
s lib r a ~ yprofessionds. K X ' s (3nline Coxputer Library Center) WoddCat and EG's
(Library of Congress) online Authority Piie
are the m s t impressive and absolutely indispensabie toois for ataiogers, but each
Iocdi library within the corporation also has
specific requirements for catdoping, Library
materials in speciai libraries a n often so
specialized, they rreqtrire a lot of expensive
~ r i g i n dcataioging. However, cestain documents in special librzies have onIy temporzry value and have to be disposed or destroyed after a shoz period of Bim.
A?parently, it does not m&e f h x i d
sense to crate F d MARC records for such
items. Other items-for example, expensive
market resea& repofis---deserve extensive
kdexing with dozens of subject terms. Special libraries need custokized cztdogkg to
meet specif c ataiogirg requkements of various snits, sarrletimes as different as legal
and medipd li5raries. Catalogkg policy in a
corporate liiirzry s 3 o ~ l dbe very flexible and
open to change. fiis fiexibiiity extended beyond ce?zin Pixits, however, m y iead to
""bbliogaphic c11aos" (Mkhaei Gorxanj.
fie voP~meof tke remrd may be Cifferem
but no:: C?e standards of bC~liogaphicdescription. Cnstor;?ized caBIo@Eg req:;aires a
very h g 3 e balaxe betvmc Bex&ie catdoging poky ad szcdard catdoging rales.
h CaCAoging as a customer service may be
also mderstood as cataloging with the enduser in mind. Vhen seiecting scbject headings and aii numbers, a'dogers shcuid
constantly keep in mind the specific needs
of the Iibrag clientele and searching habits
of t5e iibrary's customers. We shoald constantiy remember that our custcmers'
search resuks wiE depend on what we p t
into the system as mucii as or, Cieir searching skills. One spellkg mmistake may cause
aore than one unsuccessfZ sezch. A lot of
our clients sZrt their sexch. with very
broad sezrcf? term. On the other hand: a
vesy specific search may not produce any
results. aeing too specific may affect recd,
beixg teo general w% iliffect precision. If we
add a subject heading poiyniers to 3 book
a5out star-shaped polymrs, tkis book wiil
be lost arnor:g thousands of books on polymers of different Wes. If we do not add a
subject headi~gb~anC62cdp o & r n e ~X~I a

book about star-shaped poiymers, our recall will be minimal and many items relevant to our castomers will not be retrieved.
The art of customized subject cataloging is
in ability to predict oar customers' most
probabie sear& terms and to make a reasonable choice :Jetween general and specific subject headi3gs.
One of the p b l e m s of a common corporate libmy ata1og is that it has to be not
only united k t also unified. Application of
AACF. to bibliographic description of items
held in Europe or Asia may cause a negative reactlcn. This is mainly a problem of library mmagement. Cozplete unification of
cataloging records produced in different
countries in wcordance with different standards of bibliog~aphicdescription is an expensive and: 1i9or consuming project, but
before ail organizationai and financial problems are solvet, catalogers in all corporate
library units worldwide can come to an
agreemrrt regarding at least one field of a
fuil IMA.RC record. Since the official language of zll affaiations of American companies abroad is English, using LCSH (Library
of Congress Subject Headings) seem tc be
natural and beneficial for all our clients.
Adding LC subject headings to foreign lanp a g e records will hprove our customers'
access to foreign language materials which
otherwise are -ost for people who cannot
read in these languages. Many local divisions in corporate libraries use their own
lists of indexing terms or subject headings.
These homemade lists of terms rarely have
elaborated syndetic stxcture, the latter is
one of the greatest advantages of LC Authority File. A system of UF, USE, BT, ST,
RT, SA, etc. references, as they are defined
in LCSH an8 re8ected in USMARC Authority records hdp oar customers find the item
they are Iookii~gfor even if they do not
know authorized terns for a particular subject. Usng LCSH aiso makes conversion to
a different autoxation system smcoth and
easy. L o d y produced lists of indexing
terms have thzt advantage, however, they
are mually nore specific than LCSH and
may include unofficial scientific jargon and
non-standard abbreviat~ons.If we constantly keep in ~ 2 n dthe needs of our clientele,
we hwe to find a reasonable balance between the stan&rds of LCSH and flexibility
of locally produced lists of indexing terms.

The best possible result of our work
seems to be a situation when our customers can easily find their needles in the
haystack of our coilection. The next step is
to make available to our customers even
those materiais which we do not have in
our collection. Catalogers usually know
how to use OCLC or other impressive bibliographic utilities and how to search numeroas online library catalogs available
through the Interret. These qualifications
of cataloging librarians can be successfully
wed for Docxment Delivery and Acquisitions, whenever bibliographic verification

.
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is necessary. Another exciting direction of
catalogers' professional development is customized selection and cataloging of the most
stable resources available through the Internet. A traditional image of a cataloger as a
person sitting in a far, dusty corner of the Iibray labyrinth and putting down the fulltext of War and Peace onto a standard bibliographic card is going away to the past.
Our customers' needs and service orientation of contemporary library work will lead
to better use of catalogers' diverse professional qualifications and higher appreciation
of their "background work.
8
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ystic Seaport, the Museum of America acd the Sea, is located in
Mystic, Connecticut, just off Route 95 and approximately two hours
from both Kew York City and Soston. Since t2e Museum fxst opened
in 1929. Mystic Seaport has sought to reconnect the American people
with their maritime heritage. The rix.seum's collections cover topics
such as maritime commerce and industry, ship and boat building, recreational boating,
fishing, historic preservation, gardening, architecture, meteorology, marine sciences, maritime literame. art, music, culture, political thought, foodways, navigation, and immigration. 'C17e use these materials to create exhibitions, educational programs, publications,
videos, and computer multimedia productions; and to offer 50th the scholarly community
and the general p~blics multitude of opporttrnities to undertake their own explorations
of the subject of America and the Sea. The museum sits on nearly forty acres of land
doxg the Mystic River which leads directly to the Atlantic Ocean. The museum's collections include such things as the the CHARLES tZ! MORGAnr, the last wooden whaleship
in existence, built ir, 1841; nearly 500 boats, the largest collection of its type in the
wo:id; over a midion feet of videotape; nearly 1.5miZion photographs; over sixty historic
buildings and, of course, the library's collection.
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The right knowledge can give you a competitive advantage when doing business globally. Now you can tap into
that knowledge with eiuxom-comprehensive and tixely business iateiligence from the Economist
Inteiligence Unit. Create and customise your own knowledge system for as many as 195 countries by
choosing from the various options iisted above. You pick the countries, industries, t o ~ l c sand publications.
We deliver the knowledge and in-depth analysis that will help you make the best business decisions faster
than ever. And eiuxom now includes The Economist, The Journal of Commerce acd o t k r
publications from the Economist Group. For more information, piease call Albert Capozzeili
on (1-212) 554-0639, (1-800) 938-4685 or e-rnaiI aibeflcapozzelli@eiu.com.A :@day free
triai is available to qualified institutions. For further cietaiis, visit WwWe%S1U.@8%r%
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cf y a w Cikway?
Pa& 0r&-c:k8:The G.W. Blunt White Library is one department wifizin the bigger entity that is Mystic Seapord Museum, icc.
The museum's mission is to create a broad, public understanding of
the rebtionship of America and the sea. The library's mission, in
support of the museum, is to collect, preserve, and make materials
available to staff, our resident students, and anyone with a general
interest ir, Karitime history.

sensitive as they are needed by staff for upcoming exhibits or to
answer questions staff get from visitors in the galleries. Our professors and students require immediate attention for classes, tests, papers, etc. Externally, we get many requests from the media that always seem to be urgent. We answer a lot of general inquiries
through the mail and ask the initiator to be patient and allow four
to six weeks for reply.

do; Do you dc rcswrch for $he Mystic Seapa&
Museum? if 50, what kind?

b0:W b are ygd&grp&~@'bgfg~?

Pa: As our mission statement points out, we serve the museum staff (which includes, during the peak season, 500 regular staff
and as many v~lunteerstaff); resident students (we act as classrmm and research faciiity for two unique maritime studies programs. one undergraduate and one graduate); and anyone with a
general interest in maritime studies, whether they are genealogists,
academics, atists, craftsmen, or enChiasts.
e as3 sxsrnpfe of a typical request7
most typical requests we receive concerns ship
death, and identification of particular ships.
Our collection is particutarIy strong on nineteenth and early twentieth century shipping matters, so we receive requests from genealogists looking for the ship that brought thei~ancestor to this country; from archeologists trying to identify a shipwreck that they've
discoverei or from art deaiers or buyers trying to determine the exact ship that appears in a painting that interests them.

$0;
What is the mast intoresting re uest yau ever
r~ceivedf
&%: In EJ- time here I've written to more than 6,000 people,
and responded in person and via phone to countless more, so
choosing one is very difficult. We get questions on anchors, boats,
motors, flags, 5oatbuiIding, navies, artists, archeological digs, explorers food, nusic, geography, and hundreds of other topics. One
researcner flaT visits us occasronally studies penguins in the Antarctic. She and her husband take their children on a sailboat each
sunmer and sail from their home in the FalkIand Islands to study
and photograph peng~insin their natural habitat. On one of her
visits f ere she found a sailor's journal from the earIy 1800's that
described the Cora and fauna of a particular island in the FalMands.
Apparently there is no such description in print anywhere, so she
placs on pubiishing a paper on it. Another frequent visitor uses our
chart and pilot gyide coilection to pian her sea kayaking trips in1o
such territories as Baffin Bay and Greenland. T5e i~quiriesthat we
receive tkat would be most recognizable to the general public have
to do with the MISTiiD, a schooner made famous by Steven Spielberg in his movie of the same name. It's a fascinating story about
which I've aaswered questions on a regular basis since I arrived
here in 1984, and about which my predecessors answered questions for a couple decades before that.

60:Are rcque%&$!me seflsitive?

bra' Many of the internal requests we receive are indeed time

ul~~.i~farmatia~~~il~~H.~~m

PO: I joined the staff of Mystic Seaport as the readers' services
librarian and performed a lot of the general research and reference
work for staff needs. Currently, as director of fne library, my research efforts seem to be geared more towards the needs of running the collection, e.g., bibliographic, systems and equipment research, and the like.
$0:
What is exciting abwt w~rkingat fk@My&ic
Seapo& Museum? What is a typiee! day like for
you? What kinds of current trends gfayau need to
stay abreast of?
PO: The library at Mystic Seaport is an unusual special library
in that we are a real hybrid of many &es of libraries. We are an
institutional library whose main thrust is serving our staff. However, we also act as an academic library to serve our undergraduate
and graduate programs. Add our research library element, and the
fact that we function in some ways as a public library, serving anyone who wishes to enter our doorway, and we nave a unique situation in which to work. Also, our collections are not something
you'll find in any other library. The founders of the museum had
enough foresight seventy years ago to begin collecting materials related to the history of ships and shipping that give us one of the
strongest collections of its type in the world. Because we are part of
a non-profit corporation, we need to be creative in finding funds for
projects that we want to do above and beyond our "normal" duties,
especially when it comes to promoting the collections. We are very
rnvolved in trying to give as much access to our collections as possible, so we try to keep up to date on digital technology. Preservation and access are the two main areas where we feel scanning and
web technology can best benefit us. We recently received one of six
National Digital Library Competition awards given out by the Library of Congress and Ameritech. Our project, "Maritime Westward
Expansion", wili deliver images of documents relating to such
things as the California Gold Rush to thousands of users with access through the Library of Congress web site as well as our own.
it2 sw much tima; da you q ~ n reading
d
~ewspaper5 car doing other kinds aF curreart remarch?
PO; Most of the newspapers that we read were published over
a hundred years ago, although we do keep up with current news
especially in areas that pertain t~ our undergraduate population.
Their courses include maritime history, marine biology, marine policy, and literature of the sea. Mystic Seaport is called "The Museum
of America and the Sea," so we tly to keep current on anything
happening in the maritime environment from oil spills like the
Infarmatinn Outlooh September 1999
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Ei Paper Village;
It's new.
It's a paper paradise.
Come take a stroll.
Take a virtuai stroll through an
on-line paradise of puip and paperrelated iniormation services.
In practically no time, Ei Paper
Viliage will enabie you to cut
through mountains of on-line information to get the facts you need.
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subscription service that identifies,
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~ 7 x K.ILBEZ
0 ~ to Naiive American whaling practices to ali the
discoveries tkat Robert Bdard seems to make from the TITANIC to
2,500 year-old Phoenician cargo ships in the Mediterranean.

~ ~ f do
i ~
youmreport in the hierarchy at the
Mystic Seaport Museum?
Mjr :mediate superior is the vice president of curatorial
and education. She reports directly to our president.
IQ: What kind of budget do you control?
80: Because aD of our physical plant expenses fall under an operating budge!: oLler than the library's. our b~dgetis relatively smak
for a I&ray of our size. Our budget mainly consists of salaries, supplies, pcrchases of monographs, periodicais and manuscripts, and
other asis:;srted necessities, V&le our budget for purchases of booksis,
periodicds, and mm~scriptsis not as large as it could be, we are
sapplemzntei by grants, endowments, and gifts. Nearly half of the
books and manascripts we take in come from individual gifts. People
with jou-rids iezers, logbooks, or old books pextainitg to life on the
sea often gve tkeir personal collections to us because they know we
will care for them and make them accessible to people for study.

BO: What type af staff do you have?
How many are sn the staff?
* Om staff is a mix of professionals and very proficient nonpr~fessior~als.
The position of library director is a professional position as are the technical services librarian, manuscripts and arcbives lisrarian, and ships plans coliection manager. There are seven non-professional suppon staff and two grant-funded project personnel at the moment.

IQ: Do you ~utsourceany projects?
If so, t r ~ h i ~OhY ~ and
~ S why?
PO: The only outsourcing we do at the moment is with our periodicai subscriptions. We have about 350 current periodical titles
(900 tot$, inchrading nineieenth century titles), most of which are
handled through EBSCO. All other services are handled In house.
I%$:What is the size of your library?Have you been
downsire&upr;ize&r~mainedthe same?
PO: Our iSrary was built in 1965 to house a collection that
has gown milch faster thm the planners anticipated. In our 11,000
square feet (plus sone additional space in another building) we
house abogt 95,000 books; a million pieces of mmuscript material.
1,900 !ogbooks and journals from mostly nineteenth century ships,
900 periodid tdes; over 600 oral history tapes; 10,000 maps and
nautical cl~arts,and 100,000 sheets of ships plans.
10: How 40 ysrn get involved in intermatisnal

affairs? De you de interslationai research?
PO: We &ida survey a few years back in which we fourtd that
over ten percent of the iibrary's requests came from an internationai audience, mikh a bulk of the questions comrng from England,
France, Germany, and Australia. As I mentioned before, we have
one of the most encoxpassing collections of its kind h the world,

u~uJ.lnfoima!iono~~~icoh~e~m

and people interested in the history of things maritime seem to
make their way here one way or another, Our Ships Plans division
seEs plans of boats and ships, basically at cost, to a wide range of
researchers and enthusiasts all over the world. Many of the plans
sold are of vessels that we have in oar collection. such as the
C
m W MORGAN, our wooden sailing whaleship, built in 1841.
Model makers and artists utilize these particular plans to a great degee. However, we have plans of all kinds of boats and yachts representing hundreds of designers, and many people buy plans f~omus if
they want to build a boat or restore a yacht that Lhey have purchased.
18:What are your financial priorities?
Do you spend more money en electronic
resources than print resources?Why?
PO: We still concentrate mostly on print resources mainly became of the subject matter. Most of what is being published in our
fields of interest (except for the marine sciences) is still only being
published in paper. It will be great once they begin going to electronic
format because many of the titles we receive are not indexed anywhere, making comprehensive literature searches Cicult at best.

f8: What is the nature of your relationship with
vendors? Have they tailored services to meet your
needs?What challenges have you had to dace in
getting research systems in piace'?
PO: Our main business concern among vendors is with the provider of our library information m=agement system, Voyager. Voyager, produced by Endeavor Information Systems, has been in place
here for two years and has lived up ro our expectations. It is an extremely flexible system that wiU be $lie to keep xp with our changing needs. Being a non-profit was the major obstacle in purchasing
the system, because the cost was prohibitive for us without outside
help. We were able to obtain funding for the pilrciiase of the system,
the hardware to go with it, and the ethernet cabling of our buiiding
from the Gladys Brooks Foundation in Kew York whose purpose is
"to provide for the intellectual, moral and physical welfare of the
people of this country by establishkg m d supporhg non-profit lib~aries,educational instrtutions. hospitals and clinics." Our friends
group, the Fellows of the G.W. Blunt White Library, provided the
funding for the retrospective conversion of our imprints catalog, allowing us to get up and r~nningin a relatively short amount of time.
We are still converting our manuscript records, but ho2e to receive
aCditional funding to help us move foward with that project.

10: Is your library becoming more virfuaf?Do you
hawe an intranet?what role $0 you play in maintaining it? How was it set up?Were there tearnslfocus
groups?What challenges did you encounter when
working on this project?What suggestions do you
have for other librarians involved in this process?
PO: The library has been one of the ieaders in our institution
in having a bigger virtual presence Members of the library staff
are permment members of a musenm-wide committee called CollComm (short for CoIlections Access Committee), which was established over five years ago to help the collecting departments of

-
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the Museum (induding the l i ' x ~establish
j
a iogical information
management system. One of cur goals is to &ow a researcher to
enter oslr system and do a single sexch across ali coilecting division databases to retrieve a coordinated res~litset. There are over a
dozen sites in Cie museum that house s u d ~infomation and Anding a COMPLETE answer to a query can $%en be an arduous task.
The main problem we Bced in making Cis a workable project wzs
the lack of communication and tmst among collecting areas. 'l'v'e
needed to d a y fears that we were going to impose a library systex
or, our curatorial departments, %at at 2.x same time let it be known
that our iibrary records could not be swdlowxl by a mcseun collections information mznagexent system Representatwes from
many areas meet on a weekly basis to eeeure that we are moving
in the right direction. Understanding <?e needs sf each group m d
incorporating those needs into the 2n& prod~cthas driver? us to
become better managers of people as well as information. If you
visit Mystic Seaport's web page at ~ . m y s t ~ c s e a p o r t . oand
r g Icok
at d?e "'Collections and Research" iink, yoi: will find a section or:
' Mystic Seaport in the Information Age" ii'r<%&
goes in'lo me&
greater dew3 abmt this snbject.

:Wow much t h e of.
how much invoivsu8sent do
you h e w with the museum%web site? Haw is the
information on the site coordinated, kept up Pe
date, and where does it came fsssssr?
PO: Each deparznect within the m s e m is responsible for the
content Clat goes into our web pages. currently Lie site is overseen
by the ~ u s e u n ' s:§ department, but editing and maintaking the
web site win proSably become the responsibiiity of an fndepende~t
division in the near f m r e . I am currently a member of the Museem's Web Cornmitree which is estabrisking more deRned goais and
protocols that have not existed to this p a t . W?ie our site is very
informative, we feel It a n be greatly improved. The library's pages
can also be accessed though the "Collectkns and Resear&" link.
80: Are queries from ysus web %itsdirected %sthe

gibrary staff?'What kinds of questions do you
ayplsaiiy get %ramthe web sits?
:Many of the questions that come into the site x e directed to
ary. If, however, tile questions deai with such things as visiting the museum, etc., they are routed m the appropriate depztner,";.
The librav handles maigy research =d reference questions.

t involved in training library ppatrsws
wises? The internet? How does your
:VZEe we do not train patrons on kccmet use. mie do w4.k
them throw& proce&~res~voivkr~g
our (?PA& m d tie ir,'~metLdis
they a n make from them. Museum sM receive mXputedappEations/hternet tmking from o-cr hformatioa §emices department. ir:
addition to the informa5on that users are abie to gzmer from the brachures that we produce E,sthg our services, we do 30% group and 21&vidud tours of the iib:ary as needed ts fanniiiwje our users with
s-dr layout m d procedures. Aiso, the musem has a weekly newsietter
d
via this
that goes $o a2 staff. We are able to update stzff a ~ students

neivsiezer or at anytime uskg our ks&&m,l
most hdivldds and EGdepartments.

.-mag, wPGa&reaches

%a:Hilasw do y0$4 market your libray? DO yau paM
pubiicatioas, brochures, Is%$eane%
~~~wsle$;K$fr%P
What has been 8 suecessfui marksting tactic for
you? Why?

P

We market ourseives ir: a number of ways, ~nciudingtile
print of brochures about our coIiec'Lions and seeces. We have
two Mends of the iibrary goups that help us raise money a d
awareness and spocsor a number of prizes. We have a pdze a.rticIe
competition each year tLi?at is wo:th $1,303 to the winner. Sponsored by foe Fellows of %e G.W. Blunt 'lv%ite Library, the winning
article in the field of maritime ixisto~yis published in t;le museum's
~
Seaport. The Fe2ows &so
quarteriy pubiica5on, the L Q @Mys~?c
sponsor a $503 award for ongoing resezdciz irs. %e Beld of mzl'lme
history. Our combined membership for our Friends and Fellows
goups s?a:ds zt about seventy-five v a h annual dues rangig from
$20, $35, or $125 depending on category to $2,500 for a life mexbership. Compared to %e museum's 25,CW amsla! members this
may seem a pittance, 5:at t k s e are people that are pr;mziiy Interested in, and very devoted to, %e library. I think the tactic that has
worked best for us has been to overcome the typical stereotpes
people associate wig1 libraries, We hsve made great strides in making the library a we'icomicg piace to enter and. use.

80:TeIP US abbsset ifi recent ~ o @ fy@d‘ire cornpileted? What chajienges Qld ye@ sncou~t@r?
What
advice eobaid you e~fferto readers WRO !@ere$O

un

take a ~imiiarp r ~ j x t ?

It seems that a lot of recent projects thi?*Lhave required a
good chunk of time have been g a n t related. I work closely with people h the M'mxri's Cevelopment depa.&ent to identify gan'li~g
sources and then to devebp appiications fo"~rar:ts.We have been
fortunate to r&ve a riumber of interesting grants recentiy. I t h k
dzis is because of a number of reasons: the sope m d unique quaiity
of our Ebrary colIections: dye willingness of our Gevelspm~tdepartment to take t5e t h e to work with tkx iibriq; a very 1zpaPsk m d
passionate Iibrzgi staff and the fact that we have spent a 1st of t h e
promoting m d undersmding what is in our coiiec5ons. We received
a Mzitime Heritage grant from the Kationd Parks Service to develop
a web-accessi3le database of informatkx abmt aE ships registered
WPA did a project in the
in Conne&e~t3eween 1788 m d 1438.
late 193~'sand eariy 1840's trmscribkg informaticon z b o t nearly
15,930 ~onnecticutvessds from ori@nal records. 8.x E 3 r q ers.ded
cp with the transcriptions years ago and now we are attempting t s
make the material avaikble to as mmy geopie as possible. Connecticut's records were one cf the few sets that were transcribed but, cever
pabkhed, so this is a project that w i be very vduable to historians
that have been una3Ie to access this iriformatmn in the past*
Working on a project like this stresses for me tile necess3y to be
able to wo& as a teas to be a3le to identify the criticd stzff to become team members; to be eniv~siastlcabout your coIlections a d
to be as communicative and moperative as possible with 'L;?epeopie
that can hdp make it, happen for yv;.

80: What future projects are coming up in which
you ere direetiy involved?
Over &verity years ago the museum purckinased an old mi3
kilding with wer 10C,000 square feet under one roof. The past
couple years have been spent renovating a section of the building
to house the Anrerican Maritime Education and Research Center, &1
the research coliections, e.g., photographs, film, paintings, objects,
etc., will be hcused in $?is area. The library will become a component of this center in tile near future, so we have begun plan~ing
the layont of t5e new facility and I expect that once we get started
in earnest I :dl be spending the vast majority of my time working
on the details of the new library.

%a:How do you fee1 ahout the word ii15ras!an? Do

current atmosphere in which everyone is becoming computer savvy,
it makes more sense to project a new image with new terminology
describing what many members no~7do. So maybe the name does
need to change to accurately reflect what the majority of the association perceives itself as being.

10:As an aetive SEA memberzhow has the associatian helped you advance yaw career?
PO: The association has helped me keep abreast of current
trends which has allowed me to comunicate effectively with my superiors about avenues that we should consider pursuing. No institution can expect ta advance in today's world if it remains static, so
knowing what is going on in the wider world is a prerequisite for
change and advancement, and SLA helps to provide that knowledge.

ysu think SkA's name accurately reflects the

membership?

Pa: C~likea lot of other special libraries, where ;he

librarians'
entire duties have become those of information managers or broxyself a librarian. While I do manage information
kers, I co~~sicier
to a certain extent, I spend more time managing the actual collection and the environment in which it lives. While the term libraqan
may corrnote a negative image 9 some, I'm proud to say that that
is what I a x and what I inten6 to call myself as long as I perform
the duties of a librarian. My alma mater is no longer called a library
schocI, but a college of information science. I understand that the
profession ixeds to progress and to attract new blood and in thr

(0:Where do you think $LA should be heading in
the future?
PO: I think that SLA has its feet planted firmly on the groand.
Mentoririg and distance learning program for pecple just entering
the field could add to a collective knowledge that seems to be currently lacking. So many people are so interested in the technological
aspects of the profession that they tend not to be versed in the human and bibliographic portions of it as well. Teaching the reasons
for why our profession exists, and giving entrants a firn grounding
in the basics will not only help those individual but tile organization that is fortunate enough to employ them.
%%

Did you know that SLA funds a variety of scholarships
to assist students in furthering their study in the field
of special librarianship?
Visit us at http:;!~ww.~la.orgIme~bershipihpscholhtml,
e-mail membcrshjp@&.org
or call 1-202-234-4700, ext. 775 for more information regarding:
The SLA Affirmative Adion Scholarship
The Institute for Scientific Infomation (iSI!;Schoiarship
The Plenum Scholarship
The Mary Adeiine Connor Professional Ilevelopmttnt Scholarship.
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The tern "portd" is quickiy becoming a standzrd,
though changhg, part of our &temet &id Ir;,tmet iexicon.
It's dfic~i'Lto pick q a trade ~ragazixthese days without
rmGng a h i t portals or portal tech'101ogies. Lucent is partn e k g with Si)rLt 'vvhiie Microsoft is working with Nex%iand of c o m e there is Yahoo: x:d Gle other well know^ web
ports. AI! pmies are mg 3 czptxre a?up-and-coming
segment of the po;A
'
market ir effort to fa ~iexistirig
or mtici~akdneed. V&xn thinking about the term portid,
we w i l y make the leap to
Netsap, AGL, and 5ie others, B;Jt
i did mec'Lion %.is term has goce
tkzough some n e m o ~ h o6, si recer,tiy. For Lrmnce, at the -American Mathexatid Society, i ZE partnering with our direcar of electronic pro&& development 'o formuiate
a knowleCge mamgement program.
Xie pIa includes, among other
thiigs, reshapiig the dep&ment
btrznb to become a po&I to oar
knowledge assets. X i s is a shift
away from the types of portals represented by Yahoo! md others of
the type; om Lmmet portal seeks
9 offer a better access method to
oar immai knowledge assets. Fad
the k?&3is not the only orgznizacior: trying to provide better access
to its information; corporate portals
are an emergkg trend ii-~orgariiizaticns across the globe.

During the initial Sages of portal development, there
were search engines providing access to the multiride of
documents populating the burgeani~gweb. Xn :heir second phase of development, we b e g a to see sites like Yahoo! and Excite and Infoseek that categorized we3 sites
under meaningful classification headings. This reduced
the 'Lime locking through long hit lists and maximized the
usei%l contea presented to the searche:. In 2 fxdher maturztioc of Lie porbi concept, these kinds of sites have
FOT m m iinj'ormoon,
adopted additional content that seek to fi~zherdevelop
contact
the sense of electronic community. Threaded bu1letletin
2m Edchlahon
boards, chat, and personalization have a3 ilheIped to en$m@am$.og),
rich the portal concept.

As a natarai pa3 of the dwelopment process, we have
now seen a divergence of the port~1concept to embrace,
not jnst worldwide reso:lrces $3: :hose assets that reside
wic::l.in t5.e cco:pora*;iar:. In this q~i&iy&e-veic$rig arena,
corporczte ~ortaishave now become &e hot to$: and. a x
k i n g herdded as zn efficient method fur empioyees to
access mission-critics: ir:fcxmtian oniine. As we move
ever deeper into &e era of informatior: abandance, cop.rate decision-makers and workers aiike are jwanped in
data, izihich: ccntrwj to being 3eipfr;i: is like a life preserver just 3s: 0f reach. Information needed to m&e efficient and timely decisions, at any ievel: Iies within the orgariization's infomatian architecwe but is oftentimes
cutside easy reach. The corporate porsl is, in many coraers: proclaimed as a panacea for the infoma',ion glut
facing so m a r j enterprises eLoCq. 12 t5e sane way Yahoo! and America &dine prcvide a single poist of access
to the World Wide Web, the coqorate portal is ma5ling
t%s same type of access to corporate knowiedge assets.

In de8nii-g the modd of the corpor2te port&, t5e Iiteraripe wid3 an array oof differizg dassifiations rmging from a simple netaorked desktop i-terface to specific
scitv~areprogzns designed especiaily to gathe:: organize,
and distribute a rich set of ccntent to a ~~Iativeiy
naxow
t
terms:
c o r n m i @ of wers. Perhaps t;re ~ o s important
concepmSjjI x e a persoadized sir,& pckt of access to a
corporate icno~kdgebase and to assets residing outside
Qe org:niz&oxqs firewG. The systex kings togetkr sets
cf sPxbxed inofomation kc,??. dz.&base system and unstxc;lred data from docment nacagement systems, email an6 web pages, Another ;mpoSint aspect of corporate
p~I-t&§is thek 25iiity to axtoxate &e clzssificxtion of enterprise resouces and deliver this d a a 9i;?dix.fiduais in
the organhtion. In &m. &is inforr~ationbecomes the
hi@Jy focused IcnwIedge base enakiing workers arid decision-makers to make sound and h e y decisions.
Porn1 deployments are becoming an important pa;< of
xany companies' attempts to harness 5?e iilsowkdge that
resides wgkh the company's in!orma'Lion arch2ectxre. Pi
recent sc~dyon ~ortzdsconducted.ky Xle Delphi Gxcq reveded some iqterestirig Bndings ir% this developing
trend. An abszab &om fie kU resexch report shows C?at:
Fifty-five percent of organizations surveyed already
have pcrtal projects in some stage of impienenta~on
+r
~a:e
is
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Use:: response data shows a dramatic ramp in portal deployr.cents, particularly late iin 1999 and through the year 2000
By the beginning or"2001, nearly ninety percent of larger oeganiza.tiocs will have mwed into portal deployments, with eighty
percent s h ~ w i corporate
~g
portals in production mode
Qvex s i percent of respondents view tile corporate portal as providhg a new "das;l:J9adV capability for contemporm knowledge
work: Hdf &ose numbers already see tine portal emerging as a
"new pzradigx" for cconputer-based work, supplanting the current Y~hdowsenvironments that dominate corporate desktops
The xp3C c~nchdes:"Over tire next two years corporate portal
sites wiE rapi.dji isecoxe h e iiiterface of choice for professionals to interac: \nth previously disparate corporate information and processes,
as weli as wf& the Internet" (Delphi On Portxls). In m effort to stay
ahead of tire kf3rmation deluge, big names in industry, research, ard
goTmmient are Arving the portal market. For instance, Monsanto's
Nutrition and Ccnsmer Froducts Sector realized that its abundance of
infomation v m causing bcoth duplicated efforts and longer than desired n i e x d ? and development cycles. The organization's initial efforts at s + ~ z d uintranet
d
deveiopment were less t h a effective so they
migrated tc the ?P~mtreeCorporate Portal. In comments about the de.phyrfient of this technolog Brett Godd: webmaster for Monsanto NuMtian, n.okd, " . . . IG reality, the only other option was to combhe a
bunch of otker sd~~ologies.
Pimzee was tine first ard the ody appli&or: that made sense becase it wasn't going tO require hiring a s+&f
to run the Incfanet, and we got fmctionality thzt, even with a big staff
combkiig a ih7k:,i:i:ebmch of tecfsno!ogies together, you couldn't otherurwm.inf'ormaflan~u~~~oti.carn

wise get" (Plumtree web page). O t k s Eke the Departnent of Energy,
M7.W Grainger, and Allegheny Ludum Corporation d deploy corporate
portal technologies to provide users the information they need, at my
location, wherever it's located.
E Tl K 2 ry

'

The benefits of portal deployment for large, fast-moving organizations would seem self-evident: Greater access to corporate howledge, personalization, and a single point of access to information
resources. The corollary to this is increased productivity and effectiveness and, in the long term, lower information delivery costs.
Development costs associated with portal deployment, however, can
be substantial. These may include: Hardware, software (both licensing and development costs) design, systems integration? and
maintenance. Andy Snider, managing director of VIS, a Waltham,
Massachusetts-based portal developer notes that start-up costsincluding the software to build customized interfaces and aggregate
enough data to make projects worthwhiie-range from $150,000 to
$$3G0,000(Fitzloff).All of this also depends upon having made the
investment in structuring the organization's information architecture in a way that lends itself to the deployment of portal software.
As organizations continue to expand and distribute their personnel across greater areas, more employees are required to do
larger components of their jobs online. In this era of growing information abundance and complexity, technology is fast becoming
available that will assist workers to move efficiently through the
conthued, page 38
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waters of corporate knowledge. With the proper planning, szategy
and financial investment, port& may t ~ d ybe tile door to the next
generation of knowledge mnagemenl.
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America's print and broadcast media
together in one convenient source!
Looking for Feature Editors at newspapers nationwide?
Progrm directors at local radio or W stations? Circulation
nurcbers for various women's magazines? Newdetters for
stock ~~vestors,
or magazines for aviators?
No matter uho or uhat you're researching in the U.S.
media, you'll get answers fast wit$ Working Press of the
Nation 2000. Featuring 40 targeted sections and indexes,
this unrivaled resource points you the way to:
* 8,200 newspapers - including daily, weekly, trade,
and special interest publications - plus 134 news
ser~ices,feature syndicates, and photo services
* 5,500 magazines and 1,596 newsletters sewing
consumer, trade, and professional markets ... plus 826
internd publications from companies, organizations,
acd government
* 14,000 TV and radio stations ...230 radio. TV, azd
cable network ... and over 6,000 locd 3and radio
pograms from coast to coast
Each j.isting inciudes street and e-mail addresses ... $hone
and fax numbers ...Web site ... key personnel ... ownership
... descviption and focus ... circulation or audience size .,.
naterids accepted ... and up to dozens of other details
outhning media operations.
So whether you need information on a newspaper in
California ... a ~ u b l i cTV station in Cleveland ... a magazine
ia h e oil industry - or t l e people running the show at any
one oi h e m - turn to Working Press of the Nation 2000
4 ; ~resuits you car: C O U on.
~ ~ Order your copy ~oday!
Sept. 1953 a 0-8352-4226-9 * c. 3,300 p?.
First-?me Stacding Order ?rice: $395.95

$439.95

Avaifsbte separately:
Voiume 1 (Newsszpen) 0-5352-4227-7 * $249.00
Vdurae 2 (Magzznes, Newsletters & internal PubiicaEons)
0-8352-4225-5 $249.C.O
Voiwx 3 (TV & Radio) 0-8352-4229-3 $249.00

97%User Satkfaction!'
In an independent survey of Working hess ob the
Nation subscribers, an avewheimrg rnajonty gave
WPN LGP satisfactrot?ral!ngs :n every key measure
of refereme qliaijty as3 usefmess.

User Radng
on being:

% of subscribers giving U'PM

Complete

96%

Comprehensive

95%

An Effective Tool

98%

Accurate

95%

Well-Organized

98%

Easy-to-Use

97%

Timely, Upto-Date

97%

"ExceBenUGood Rating

Overali Satisfactio~tRating: 97%!
* Survey conducted ~cdependenttycy CCi~e:s Btshess
information Resesrcr; Depsrtmezt, May 1999.

To order call 1-8$$=BOWKER2
or send your crder to: R. Fi, Bowke:, P.O. Box 31, New Providence hJ 07974

Continuing Disputes Between Writers and Jovma! PubiisDe:s
Over the past couple of years two inportznt cases
have considered the issue of whether freelance writers
are enlitled to additional royalties when periodical pi&
iishers make their magazines and journals avaiiabie in
electronic format er when a document delivery service photocopies afiides for customers. The two cases are
important to both libraries and document delivery services generally
Freelance writers began to raise concerns s o o ~after
general magazines such as Zme acd N&YJSW~P;~?
created
online versions. These writers hsd transferred the mpyright for their articles to tile pubiisher, but there was no
mentim of electronic versions. Indeed, rcch versions
were cot even envisioned at 5le tine zany sf these copyrig& transfers occurred. Freeiance witers viewed sucil
eIectronic versions as rectistriSutions of their articies for
which the copyright transfer was either invalid or sL~p$
a3sent because the technoica did not exist before. So, in
TaifiiY, N m YGY~l?mcs co., C972 E Supp, 8C4 (S.C.M.7L
1997)], writers sued several pubiishers al:d database
comgiers for Iicensisg royaities when their articles were
inclxded in a database. Section 231 (c) of the Copyr;@t
Act is the critical stawe. It states that copjil.i@t in each
separate cor:tri's:-Ition to a coEective work is separate from
the copyright in the coiiective :work and vests with the
author. The assuxption is t k t the publisher obtained
cniy the rights to indude the artkcie in a particular coliec5ve work, i.e., the journal issue.
Many experls believed that the writers wclrid prevail
in Tmr'ni,but the court decided otherwise. In an musua1
interpretation of the statute, the court held that electronic
format was a permissibie revision x d e r Section 201 jc; because the databases merely converted the jo.drriai issues t3 electronic Tormst and maintained C?e original selection of articIes. ic other words, the ps3lishers and da%base compi;.ers are dlowed to create dazbases wkhcut
seeking further permission or pzying r~yaltiesb miters. So, tile court treated the creation of electronic versims of
jourcais a.s if it were a revision of the cclective work rather 'L;?ana new work. The court &so stressed the need
to encoarage the development of electronic formats and
to enmurage publishers to make their works availabie
For more igfomatim, &@taIiy. It seemed, to End the need to further the dwelcontact
opment of journds in eiectrocic format s o n w h a t perLaura &saway
suasix~e,in fact.
@u~agom~~g@m.&).
Then in 1998, in Ryan Y. Cad Coporaabn, 23 F.

Cal. 6998), a different federd district
Supp2d 1146 (N.D.
coufi found 51s UnCover, the document delivery busicess rur, by ~Czdand Dialog Gxporztion, infringed the
authors' copyight when it ma& copies of ar&&s from
scholzrly jourads and magazines and sopplied photocopies to dients who requested individxai artides. Copyright royalties were paid to C?e publisher7:Jut not to in&vid.~.Iauthors. UnCover retained a photccopy of the azicle and reused it to make f~rtherreproductions if there
were addkianal requests for copies of that artide.
biinlike the full-text databases at issue in Tgsini, the
UnCcver dazbase cocsists of bibiiographic infomation
on abont eight million articles &om 17,000 journal titles. Aithough znthors had transferred their coprights
to tile pubiishers, they c l a i ~ e da violation of their
rights ic Cle reproduction of individual articles from
jo'lrmal issues unlike in TasM where the entire issue
was avaiiabie eiectronicaliy. Cefendants, relying on Tasi~ri,a r p e d the photocopies it provide6 ware permissible revisions cnder Section 23i;cj, but the court disagreed. The court granted summary adjcdication holding that pubfishers of coilective works do not have the
Pight to reproduce indkvidnai contributions to t5at
work. As 'kiie cctzrt pointed out, Sectioc 201 (c) ~ 7 a s
added to the copyright Iaw to expand the rights of 3-1thors, not the rights of publishers.
This was ordy a preliminary stage of the m e . In Janua y , 1999 tile Ryan class was certified as a dass action,
so the fclli case wiil now proceed on t5e nerits. Writers
goups Seiieve they wiIi be success?i.
Writers haii the ,9yan decision as leading to an evenred re-versd sf T'ini. One #canargue, hcwevet and pnblishers m d database producers have doce so, that @an
is likely to have iittle cveraII inpace on them since they
dc not engage in file photocopying of individatal micles.
The impact on docrrment deliire~yservices cculd, be sigcificant, at ieast for azLicies publishet before 5ie tate cf
the decision. Document deliveg services shodd, acccrdixg to Ryan: pay rcyaities for photocopied artides directly
to individual atrC?ors.
Ftu3Iishers are Iikely tc make sure trmsfers of copyright in Lie k b r e include the rigk to photocopy individuaj. zrtides. Described as "a! rights" contracts: publishers
may well be successf~lin getting wiCLers to sign away ail
rights in excilange for the pubiicatks of their works and
an initid pqmect. ethers n a y r e h e .
g

inks to Full Text
from SiloerPlatter

loith

Access electronic journal articles with ease and convenience right at your desktop!
SIl~wLinbzes-'"gives researchers the power to navigate seamlessly
from bibliographic records to full text articles via:

B Links to electronic full-text articles
Links to local holdings information
Links to preferred
document delivery suppliers
Links to local electronic csdlections

Sme Desktop Access
With a single search statement,you can view the
bibliographic record and link to the full text of
the article - not just to the journal or its table of
contents - while sitting at your desk. Or simply
click to see if your library holds the journal, or to
have the document delivered.
.

.

.

.

En%to E3~*ernf~~~
Researe
The S?lceai,Sakek-database contains over 500.000
links to a growing list of services and more than
1,600 electronic journals. Links are dynamically
created an6 updated each time
you search.
Sr"lmo.f,hh-?~
technology combines the ease
of use, conxoi and Integration
of local systems
with direct access P,c remote information without
i~curringduplicate journal subscriptiofi fees.
Journals and Iinks are added daily for the most up-to-date list of
publishers, subscription
agents and journals available
through S'$&uerLz'aRer,
visit our website:
w w w.siluerpiatter.com
Ridge Drive, Norwood, MA 02062
Tel: 800-343-0064 / Fax: 781-769-8763 / E-Mail: info@silverplatter.@om

Think yoil're an obvious component of ksowledge
management? Think again. No, this is not a librarianbsshing coP~.rllr:. It's just Cle opposite.
As the irnowiedge management craze leaves the "hot
trend" phase and enters the "Okay, what are we reaily
going to do now?" phase, operating units within orgazizafions are scrambling to control their own lick slice of
5'1e
pie. With so much software and hardware being
ballyhooed as essential for knowledge management

ciwicn cali to IT msnagers. human resource xanagers,
and senior managers to w a k up acd rediie what 'dent
Ctey haw, w52t poten%il energ awaits them, jf thty
would 9nliIi7 unleash if, Bender's miurn sends the right
m e s q e to decision-rzakers, 5v.t that message needs to be
repeated over and over again by SLA and, most octably,
by you. Oppom&ies await you to pmp on the KM bandwagon and oRer your expertise and services tc make t k
venture a woshwhiie one for your organization, B1~t-and
pardon the ciichk-if7 at fist, you don't succeed . . .
Don't assume just b e w ~ s you
e fail on the h t try, the
powers that be don't 'like you have no resped for you.
Keep plugging at them, pushing for advancemeX ooppormities and assignments flat wlii mske the IT folks
g e e z with envy. Show Ctem who knows %owto make inforxation work!

E!-$-y f?;? KiJJ -j-&yly ( . - $ ~ t < y ;

practices, the IT managers o i the wo:E a x once again
geZ&g 2 lot of attention. Thankhily, :hey can't keep the
reip-ns fcr long. For, as we all know, if we're going '-Q
manage knowiedge, we must have a thoro:;lgi? understanding of CIe best practices for organizing and disseminating it. Milo knows best how to accompiish this?
Look in the mirror.
The problem t h a w % most certaidy smack us aE in
the face is-just Iike with so many other situa5ons-the
people who make the decisions or; knowledge xanagement do notget if,Even if they have an extensive staff of
librarians on duty to manage their inkrxation, they faid
to see the cnrciai benefit of having these people involved
in the hplementatioc of KIA practices. %ey don't nnderstand what you have known for yeas. So, peope like
ycu end up being passed over for plum assignments because no one knows any better, Coes this sound familiar?
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender has been
published in several bnsiness journals in the United
orm more &formation, States recently, t o ~ t i n gthe notion that the "bells and
contacr/ohn Crosbjl whistles" that make technoiogy so nezt can't possibiy
(lohn-c@sla.ogj.
sohe onr content managemezt needs. He sounds the

.

.
-

Remember <?is year's theme fo: International Specid
Librarians Day-"Exercise Your Resomces?" "thi:tat a
great way to express yourseif on your specid dcy! The
accoxpallying Iogc only made it better.
For ISLD 200~7,we want yon to be a p a r of the theme
desreiopmenc process. Come up ~ 6 t ha catchy title, onelines, phrase-anythicg you believe win catch the eye of
your colleagues, customers, management, the pubIic. if
your proposai is selected by the SLA Public Rdations
Cormittee for the ISLE 2300 tileme, you'll vJin a cash
prize of $153 U.S. dollars: Ssbmit your e n t y no later
than Dece~ber2, 1999. If you have any qaestions, drop
me an e-mail (john-c@sla.org),or c l i 1-202-939-3629.
Ee a part of the %st iSLC of the new centilry!
&&i:

1. One enzy Fer person.
2. Award vdid for oniy the person scbmitting iize enty.
3. Employees of SLA and xembers of the Public Rda-

.

tiozs Committee zre not digi3le.
4. Deadline for entry is close of business on Thursday?
December 2, 1999, No entries received after that date
%tillbe accepted.
5 . In the event 'Li?at L%ewinning entry is Cle same as, or
s i ~ d a to,
r other entries, $1 qudifyimg entries w3l be
entered into s drawing to determine the winner.
6 . Void where prohibited.
.%

The Great American Book Buying Guide
No 912
Back On the Continent

Ah, Dusseldorf. A crackling fire, amiable conversation
around the rough-hewn table of local beer Stube.
Tales of recent adventures in far-off lands give way to verses
of pub songs and calls for another round of the local brew.
As the night wears on and friends begin to release
themselves from the warm confines of the tavern to head home,
conversation dwindles to gestures and facial expressions.
Just as the last of us were preparing to don our coats and
face the damp night air, Gunter suggested we call Corporate Book
Resources and order a copy of Sax's Dangerous Properties of
Industrial Materials,

List Price $500.00, Discount * 196, Shipping Free.
* Almost every John Wiley title comes with a 15%
free shipping from Corporate Book Resources 1-8OO-222-7877;
www~cbrbk.~om.

C ~ t a i c g l ~asg 2 C~sto.-e: Service:
~ p ~ ; $ i cKr=wie<ce
s
10 Te,:b:o!ogy
Tc(-jis

Le cataiqage e: Qc:: y e service
clients : Appiiquei. iej cCn?2iS521?~6
aux &is d e ia rechnoicgie

by Yuri I<onovalov

par Yufi Konovalov

Librarianship has become a professional
information service. Reference librarians have
always teen somewhat service oriented, but
what does it mean to catalogers? It has become a :cmmon rrjs&ke to think since we
have keyword search capabiiities, cataloging,
and athority control have lost their former
value. We v~ouldsay the opposite: The significance of both-cadoging and authority control-has tremendously increased in the online
environment. As for subject cataloging, many
people believe that keyword searches have
lnarie it toGbl1ymnecessary. Subject headings
need to be knowkdgeably designed and carekIly applied by ?rofessional catalogers in order to help our cnstomers improve both precision a d r e d of :heir searches.

Le metier de bibliofhkcaire est devenu un service &information professionnel. Les bibliothecaires- documentailstes ont toujours Me dans
une certaine mesure a d s sur Ie service, mais
qu'est-ce cpe cela implique pour les cablographes ? Une erreur partagee est d'estimer
que, du fait que nous disposons de la fonction recherche par mot-cie, le catalogage et le contr6le
des autorites ont per& leur vaieur anterieure.
Nous dirions Ie contraire : Ctant donnC
I'iaportance de ces deux dements - catalogage
et contrale des autoritks -, le cadre d'utilisation
en ligne s'est enormement klargi. Quant au cablogage par matieres, beaucoup croient que les recherche~par mot clC en ont completement aimink la rkcessit6. I(est essentiel que les vedettesmatihe soient BaborCes de maniere compktente
et xtilsees avec circonspection par des catalographes professionnels pour que nous soyons
en mesure d'aider nos clients a arneliorer a !a fois
la prkcision et le rappe: de leurs recherches.

La bibliotecologa se ha convertido en un servicio profesional de informacion. ios bibliotecarios de referencia han estado siempre algo orientados a1 senicio, ipero que significa para 10s que
organizan 10s catalogos? Se ha cowertido en un
error corriente el pensar que ya que tenemos la
capacidad de jksqueda con palabras ciaves, de
catalogar, y ei control de autoridad han perdido
su valor anterior [scj. Diriamos lo opuesto: el
significado de ambos-catalogar y el control de
autoridad-ha aumentado tremendamente en el
ambiente en linea. Y a proposito de catalogar por
tema, rnucha gente Cree que las busquedas por
palabras claves lo han convertido compietamente
innecesario. Los titulos de temas tienen que ser
disefiandos ccn conocirniento y apiicados cuidadosamente por los organizadores de caaogos
para poder ayudar a nuestros consumidores a
mejorar ambos la precision, y el volver a llamar

To avoid being held aptive by work lives
which hcld Iizle iatisfactioh for them, professiond~prtierllarlythose in the burgeoning
aiT% of kfoIlT&O~~ ~ C ~ J Z O ~and
O ~ IllanageY
ment-need to mmsiondy and purposefuIIy reassess net only the work they do, but how they
fel
?, laen st;essed by the haeasing
demands of t k k jobs. they need t~ ask if these
demands are simply aid-ons to an already .full
agenda, ,xe gatfy-hg,
necessary for the
suEesshl i?iecu~,2nofthe~ruork,and gso, are
best done by tlierr: and LI the assumed fashion.
Focusing speciFtW 02 special librarians,
locks first at %e general, national
this
employmerit env%onnent,
a self-assessment tool :%ohelp s p e d librarians identlfy their
preferences, ~ j . dx a h s ~ g e s t i o n sof Ways to
assess and adapt their professional Iives.

par Lehe H. Rutherford

por LeAne H. Rutherford

Pour kviter d'btxe prisonniers d'une vie professionneIle dent ils tirent peu de satisfaction, les
membres de la profession -p&icuiierement ceux
dans les domaines en plein essor de la technologic
et de Ia gestion - se doivent de rekvaluer
d6Ebbbent, de temps 8 autre, non seulement le
travail u'Zs font, n?ais ce qu'ils. en pensent.
par les ezgences uoisauand Qs sent
santes de leur emploi, 8s doivent se demander si
ces exigences sont sim lement des ajouts a un
emploi du temps deji lien rempli. si cues sont
gratifia~tes,si eEes son: necessaires a la bonne
exbation de leur gche et si est ie
ce sent
e m quiy satisfero~tle mieux et comme escomptk.
Se rocalisant spkcifiquement sur les bibliothecaires specialises, cet article commence par
examiner la situation de i'emploi aux Etats-Unis
general, puis il offre un outil &auto-kvaluation pour aider les bibIioth&ires sp&lis&
identifier leurs preferences s leur suggere des
moyens d'evaluer et $adapter leur vie professionnelle.

Para evitar ser cautivos por las vidas de trabajo que les ofrecen poca satisfaccion, 10s profesionales-en particular aquellos en el irea de administration y tecnologia de inforrnacion-necesitan, de vez en cuando y con proposito, revalorar
no solo el trabajo que hacen per0 corno se sienten
sobre este. C- an do tienen tension neniosa por
las exigencias que aumentan en el trabajo, necesitan preguntai si estas exigencias son simplemente agregahs a un horario ya Ileno, si son
gratos, si son necesarios para la realizacion exitosa de su trabajo, y si lo son, si egos lo harian
meior v de la manera Dresunta.
'~ifocandoespec&carnente en fos biibiotecarios es~eciales.este articulo mira ~rimeramenteal
ambiekte de empleo nacionai, &nerd, ofrece un
instrumento de auto valoracion-para ayudar a 10s
bibliotecarios es~ecialesa identificar sus referencias, y sugiere maneras de asesorar y ;daptar
sus vidas profesionaies.
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9;: j:A Menberr: Ar

ii?rePJie5dj.!,Ad;Zi? Pa3: G'??;~o,librariar:
2; the .:\,A:/iti!: Seaport

The third of our series of interviews with
SLA mercbers focuses on Paul O'Peckc, the librarian zt the fiystic Seaport G.W. Blunt
active SLA
since
w i t e Lcnrav,
1993, O'Pecko belongs to the Connecticut Valley Chapter and the Museum, Arts, and Humanities Dkdsion. Thanks Paul for sharing
some insig$t into his interes&g and unique
informatbn center.

urruur.inforrnatioilou~laoh.c~m
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Ei foco de affncjj;! eq i(-js miem>ros dc
SM: una en:revk:a con Paei O'Pecko,

Pieinj iekx scr ies membres se ;a jh4,
interview avec Pa!; O'Pecko,
bii;/ioth&aire 2s i\/ij/stic S e a p ? t

,

-
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La troisieme de notre sene d'ennevues avec des
mer~bresde la SLA est centrke sTxPaul O'Pecko, le
bibliothecaire charge de la bibliotheque G. W. Blunt
White a Mystic Seaport. Membre actif de la SLA
depuis 1993,M,~ r p appartient
~ ~ k a~ branche de
la vdee dil Conn.ecticu'5 et a la Division des
musees, beaux-&* et lemes. Nous remercions
Paul pour nous avoir donne une idee de son centre
de docLImentation intkressant et unique.

biblistecari= en Mvs:ic Sea~or;

1
1

E! tercero en nuestra serie ~e entrevistas con
miembros de §LA se enfoca en Paul O'Pecko, el
bibliotecario en Mystic Seaport G.W. Blunt White
Library. Miembro activo de SLA desde 1993,
O'Pecko pertenece a la Secci6n dei Valle de ConHunecticut y la Divisi6n de Museos, Arte, y
manidades. Gracias a Paul por compartir un poco
de perspicacia en su centro interesante y hie.
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g %A M&w
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k~:l~www,sla.org/professsionaL~
:miex.hmd
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This service is backed by thousands
of reporters, hundreds of news bureaus
and 1 commitment.
Only Dow Jones proves
its dedication to the
world-x~deinformation
professional commmity
wid? &e InfoPro
,42iance and the Dow Jones
Leadership award.
The InfoPrc Alliance is a
collection of programs designed

&~J~'ACIFIC

852.2832.2323

EUROPE/MIDDLE
&T/AFRIU
44.171.842.9400

to help infcrmation professionals work more effectively.
The Leaderskp Award is
presented annualiy to the SLA
member who best exemplifies
the personal and professionai
competencies highlighted in
SL_& "Competencies for Speciai
Librarians of the
Century.,,

LATIN ERICA
525.282.0960

UNITED

Learn more about the InfoPro
Alliance and the Leadership
Award at ip.dowjones.com
or by calling 888-609-2397.

DOWJones
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Interactive"
.......................

......

""

Everything You Really Need To

STATESINORTH
AMERICA
800.369.7466

Know.

E-MAIL
djiinfo@wsj.d~wjones.com

0,999 ?av, lanes & Carnoany. Inr. All ngYr iiir.uco

5 9 9 Dl! 602

a d command languages. Sercre
on collection management committee and assesslselect materials for acquisitions with emphasis on physical sciences,
business &. engineering sibjects. Brief users on information
resources available; sqport dynamic library Web site by finding and validating links, paint a h ordine user guides, and develop subject oriented bibliographies, Author library user
guides and bibliographic instruction aids. Requires experience providing on demand reference service in 2 science library and perfoming complex
online and manmi literature
sexches. Must know organic
chemistry nomenclature, acd
zrnderstand integrated online Iibray systems. Superior verbai!
written communications, se:vice orientation, and knowledge
of schoiar!y scientific Si engineering literature reqaired.
Hignly desired: ?$l:,S degree
from American Librag Association accredited library schooi
program and a BAlBS degree in
Physical Science, Engineering
or similar discipline. Expefise
in DULOG, STN, and NASA/
RECON, and PC systems induding MS Office; HTML coding,
Creativity in applying technolo-
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SCRIPTION. San Diego State
University Library, ~ e & a l Reference Division, is seeking an
energetic and enthusiastic reference librarian to share the responsibilities of reference, instructioc ad coliection deveispmezt services in the area of
business and possibly other
subject areas. The General Reference
Division
http://

Librarian. Startkg sal;try (mi?rnumf: $44,892. Excellent beneIibweb.sdsu.edu/genrefdv.htm~ firs package, including 24 days
provides collection and refer- annual vacation. Thls is a tenence services in the Social Sci- ure-track faculty position. GENences, Sle Arts and the Human- ERAL WORMATION: San Piities, and employs i l librarians ego State Uniiiersity h q d l
and three support staff. X4E wwtu.sdsu.edu is t;le largest of
SUCCESSFGL CANDIDATE wiil tifie twenty-three campuses h C?e
provide generd and speciaPied California §We University sysreference services to famitji, tem, witki an ethnically diverse
students, and comrnuniv users sPlment body of approximately
(includes some evening and 29,OC.C studem znd 2.200 fza1weekend hours) ; share liaison ty. Zie College of Buskess
duties to the Coliege of Bus$
ness; participate in collection
deveiopment and management
activities; provide course-specific library instruction; ar,d devebp pdnt and techcoiogyDQCU.WNT
DELIVERY
h s e d instmctionai mate:iak.
'florid Wide Sources. Fzst, EERZQUIRED QU.ALIFICATIONS: cient, Inexpensive. Tr;wxy-lwc
ALA-accredited gradua.te degree yeas experiecce, Let us solve
(or equivzient degree); mini- your research problems. CARmum of two years relevact Ii- OLIB. Phone (919) 929-4878.
bray experience; knowledge of Fax (919) 933-1253. E-mail
hsiness i~forrnation sources: caroiib@intrex.net.

Henry. Director, Library AdmL&r&ve Operations; San Diego State University Li~ra,9y:
5500 Campanile Dr.; §an Diego,
CA K%32-8050. Applications
may dso be s ~ b ~ &by
d e-mail,
Send to hheny@m&.sdsnedu.
R e a e indicate the position far
which yo^ are applying. To ensure
consideratian, ap@ations s50uId be received by 06toher 5, 1999, when the A2pointment Comm&ee wi13 begir,
screening.
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Need facts to back up proposals? Need insights to bolster your argument? Keed data to deliver
the goods? The LEXISe-=XISe services can meet those needs and more with unparalleled breadt
3: content, personaiized service, and customer-friendly choices for access, deliver). and pricing.
So GO matter what's on your competitive horizofi--an international merger or IPO, a branding
campaigr, or purchase contract-LEXiS-NEXIS will keep you ahead of the pack. Quesdons?
Call 1-800-227-4908.

EXS 2nd NEXIS are regis:ered :;ademfks an&:he INFOLhLAZOS ARRAY iogo is a tradenark of Retd Elsevier
Pro?erties Iac., used mder Lcerse. The Y e a 2000 lcga L a tindcmrk of ZEXIS-KEXIS, z division of Reed Eiswier 1.c.
01999 LEXIS-NEXIS, a division of Reed Eisevier Inc. .A3 iigks :serued.
-,
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Get the answers you need,
when you need them.
With more than six billion pages of information 3t your

fingertips, and unmatched search capabilities? Dialog can
help you find t h e information you need in seconds.
And, with over o n e h u ~ d r e dcustomer service specialisu
ir. Knowledge Centers iocated around t h e itvorid, we are
there t o help every step of the way.
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